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Abstract  

 

The PMU has been found to carry great deal of value for applications in the wide area monitoring 

of power systems. Historically, deployment of these devices has been limited by the prohibitive 

cost of the device itself.  Therefore, the objective of the conventional optimal PMU placement 

problem is to find the minimum number devices, which if carefully placed throughout the 

network, either maximize observability or completely observe subject to different constraints. 

Now due to improved technology and digital relays serving a dual use as relay & PMU, the cost 

of the PMU device itself is not the largest portion of the deployment cost, but rather the 

substation installation.  In a recently completed large-scale deployment of PMUs on the EHV 

network, Virginia Electric & Power Company (VEPCO) has found this to be so. The assumption 

then becomes that if construction work is done in a substation, enough PMU devices will be 

placed such that everything at that substation is measured. This thesis presents a technique 

proposed to minimize the number of substation installations thus indirectly minimizing the 

synchrophasor deployment costs. Also presented is a brief history of the PMU and its applications 

along with the conventional Optimal PMU placement problem and the scope for expanding this 

work. 
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 Introduction 

 
 

For the power system to operate securely, careful and accurate monitoring is required; numerous 

measurements are taken across the entire system in order to achieve this. Because these 

measurements have traditionally originated from only SCADA systems, the time synchronized 

monitoring of a power system spread over a large geographical area is hard to achieve. With the 

proliferation of Phasor Measurement Unit (PMU) technology, which provides highly accurate, 

GPS synchronized, phasor measurements, synchronized monitoring of the bulk transmission 

system is now possible [1]. This technology is helpful in many ways, but is specifically useful for 

obtaining a precise real time estimate of the state of the system [2] from which other network 

applications can derive actionable information. 

Many algorithms utilizing PMU measurements have been developed. The primary requirement 

of most of these is that they rely heavily on the observability of the system meaning what all bus 

voltages and line currents can be known depending on the phasor measurements acquired in the 

system. This gives rise to one of the popular problems of Optimal PMU placement (OPP) aimed 

at deciding where PMU installations could be done in the system in order to ensure maximum or 

complete observability while keeping economic considerations in mind which will essentially be 

the problem being tackled in this work.  

As part of a project carried out at Dominion Virginia Power and funded by Lawrence Berkley 

National Lab, we propose a novel re formulation to the traditional OPP problem based on the 

practicalities faced by utilities when deploying PMU’s in their systems across multiple voltage 

level networks. The expected contribution of this work is to help the utilities with the most 

economic strategy based on a new cost function for choosing key substations to be covered for 

complete PMU installations for complete observability across multiple voltage levels. In order to 

minimize the overall costs incurred by them, the dominant portion of the costs viz. substation 

installation costs are minimized in this work.   
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The current chapter would start by discussing the history and the basic concepts behind a PMU. 

This would be followed by some of the most important applications of PMU’s in power systems 

which were the main driving factors behind the OPP problem. Lastly, a basic layout of the thesis 

would be given.   

1.1 Phasor Measurement Unit (PMU) 

1.1.1 History of Phasor Measurement Units  

The historical developments in PMU technology are presented in [3] for which a summary is 

presented in this section. A phasor is a vectorial representation of a sinusoidal waveform. PMU’s 

are devices that measure time synchronized (through GPS) voltage and current signals and 

reports out phasors at frequencies up to 60 Hz. The origin of these dates back to symmetric 

component distance relay (SCDR) which used symmetrical components of voltages and currents 

to reduce the number of fault equations in 3 phase transmission lines. The advantage of 

synchronizing measurements by digital relays using time pulses from GPS satellites became 

clearly evident for getting a good snapshot of the happenings in the system. A major hindrance 

in commercial implementation of PMU’s in early times was that there was an incomplete 

deployment of GPS satellites. Due to this, one would not expect a satellite to be present at each 

location all the time. Thus, the GPS receivers were very expensive because of the need to keep 

the time accurately until the next satellite came into view. Today this problem has been 

overcome because the satellite system is complete leading to a large drop in the prices of GPS 

receivers which can now be bought for a few hundred dollars. At this point of time, the fairly low 

cost as well as high accuracy of PMU devices has a big hand in its popularity with the utilities. 

Strategically deploying these devices in the system can help them get a clear visibility of the 

system states. 
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1.1.2 Basic Concept  

A Phasor Measurement Unit (PMU) is a “device that produces Synchronized Phasor, Frequency, 

and Rate of Change of Frequency (ROCOF) estimates from voltage and/or current signals and a 

time synchronizing signal” as defined by IEEE. A phasor is used to represent a sinusoidal 

waveform in the form of a complex number. For example, a sinusoidal signal 𝑥(𝑡) = 𝑋𝑚cos(𝜔𝑡 +

𝜃) can be represented in terms of a phasor as 
𝑋𝑚

√2
𝑒𝑖𝜃where t = 0 is the reference. The positive 

phase angles are taken anti clockwise and the phasor would be free of the frequency term. Also 

the phasors are drawn at a particular nominal frequency.  

The functional block diagram of a PMU is shown in Figure 1.1. The analog input channel receives 

input from instrument transformer which steps down the voltage/current signal to a lower range 

of around 120 V. This signal then passes through the small input transformer(s) which steps it 

down further to a range that can be processed by digital devices (5-10 V). Now this analog input 

passes through the anti-aliasing filter which removes the high frequency components as well as 

takes care of aliasing problem commonly associated with low pass filters. The data is sampled at 

high rates according to the internal clock of the device which is locked in phase with the GPS 

pulse and each sample is passed to an analog to digital converter which produces digital output 

samples. These are then processed by the phasor microprocessor. One of the most popular ways 

to do it is by applying a Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) on the data samples collected. The 

expression for obtaining phasor (X) at fundamental frequency using DFT on a window of N data 

samples (xk) is given as- 

 

 
𝑋 =

√2

𝑁
∑ 𝑥𝑘𝑒

−2𝑘𝜋𝑗
𝑁

𝑁−1

𝑘=0

 
1.1 

 

               

This is done on multiple windows (mostly 1 cycle wide) of data samples and the obtained 

phasors (at higher frequencies than the reporting frequency) and phasors (at frequencies upto 
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60 Hz) as well as other quantities like frequency and rate of change of frequency at successive 

time stamps synchronized with the GPS clock. 

The phasors reported by many such PMU’s are reported to the local PDC’s (phasor data 

concentrators) which correlate the data, and control and monitor the PMU’s. Many such local 

PDCs transmit data to a super PDC which is then used by central control facilities. 

 

 

Figure 1.1 Functional Block Diagram of PMU 

 

 

1.2 Applications of PMU in Power Systems  

PMU’s find diverse applications in the field of power systems some of which are discussed in this 

section classified into the categories they fall into as presented in [4].   
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1.2.1 Monitoring 

1.2.1.1 State Estimation 

The conventional state estimation algorithms use real and reactive power injections and flows 

for the estimation of system states (voltage magnitudes and angles). The measurements taken 

throughout the system were not synchronized and thus, in order to estimate the states at a 

particular time, the measurements at that time had to be inferred from the acquired 

measurements. A big assumption which is still used in the traditional state estimator is that the 

time delay caused in acquiring all the required measurements from different sources (called 

scanning) does not change the states considerably from the point of acquiring measurements to 

reporting out states treating the system as being static.  

To overcome this problem, a state estimator using only the PMU data was proposed [3]. Since 

the system states are linear functions of voltage and current measurements, the estimator would 

be linear and fairly simple to implement. Due to the PMU measurements being time synchronized 

and reported out fast (up to 60 Hz) with time stamps, the previous problems of treating the 

system as static were also overcome and a truly dynamic picture of the system could be acquired. 

The only issues that are needed to be addressed in the linear state estimator are those of 

eliminating bad data and handling data dropouts.  

1.2.2 Protection 

The protection functions with slow response times such as control of backup protection, angular 

voltage instability, etc. are the ones which can be best improved by phasor measurements. 

1.2.2.1 Control of Backup Relay Operation 

Due to load encroachments during disturbances, backup zones for distance relays are prone to 

unnecessary tripping which has led to questioning their use. However abandoning zone 3 
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protection would do much more harm to the system. PMU measurements offer ways to bypass 

this problem by helping to distinguish between load encroachments, unbalanced faults and 3 

phase faults using sequence currents thus blocking the tripping of zone 3 backup relays in the 

case of increased loadings. 

1.2.2.2 Adaptive Out of Step 

Out of step relays are designed to predict the loss in synchronism (transient instability) at an early 

stage following an electromechanical transient thus calling for appropriate control actions in 

order to save the system from collapse. To determine whether instability would occur, traditional 

out of step relays use impedance relay zones. These zones are set using the apparent impedance 

trajectory obtained by running multiple simulations for various loading conditions and 

contingencies. However in reality, the system condition and topology change rather fast and also 

the swings experienced are occasionally different from the ones for which the relay zones were 

set. Thus the relay settings get out dated rather quickly and the relay mis-operates. This problem 

can be overcome by using real time positive sequence synchro-phasors which can be used 

directly to calculate stability. By estimating the relative rotor angles (from the phasor 

measurements) between equivalent generators representing coherent groups in the system 

following a disturbance, the transient stability can be predicted [5] using methods like equal area 

criterion, time series prediction, etc.   

1.2.2.3 Security-Dependability 

The protection scheme is said to be dependable if it always causes trips when it is supposed to 

which makes it vulnerable to false trips. This is highly undesirable when the system is stressed 

where a false trip may trigger cascading failures. On the other hand, the scheme is called 

dependable if the relays don’t trip when they are not expected to. This scheme could also be very 

harmful in cases when the relays is expected to trip to clear out a fault and it doesn’t thus making 

the situation in the system worse. The security-dependability balance can be adapted using a 
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voting scheme [6] between multiple digital relays (utilizing phasor measurements) looking into 

the fault in order to trip a breaker.  

1.2.3 Control 

Earlier the power system controls were mainly local. The influence of the external system on the 

local subsystem while designing control schemes was mainly done through equivalencing. Due 

to the synchronous nature of PMU measurements, wide area control has been possible and 

control schemes have started incorporating remote measurements. The frequency 

measurements done by PMU’s give a deep insight into the electromechanical oscillations and 

angular stability. The angle measurements are used to detect possible instabilities and the 

switching controls based on them allow the system to mitigate those threatening situations [7].   

1.3 Motivation and Idea Behind Our Work 

Owing to the growing popularity of PMU’s, most of the electrical utilities are deploying these 

devices across their systems.  

The basic visualization of a practical system with 3 voltage levels is shown in Figure 1.2. The circles 

here represent substations and the colored dots represent busses. Now suppose the utility wants 

all the voltage levels monitored by doing PMU installations in the cheapest possible way. For 

now, we take it as a thumb rule that any node connected to a node with a PMU is taken as being 

observed (monitored) besides the one on which the PMU is present. A more detailed formulation 

of the concept of observability will be discussed in later chapters. Also take it as a fact that one 

colored dot being monitored inside a circle would not translate to the remaining colored dots 

monitored inside it. This is one of the most commonly neglected fact taken in the previous works 

which actually may hurt the most, economically to a utility. The validity of this assumption would 

be taken up in chapter 3. So basically, the network shown in Figure 1.2 is actually not one network 

but 3 networks (red, green and blue) with no interactions between them from the point of view 
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of observability. Now, the task is to decide in what circles the PMUs should be installed to monitor 

all 3 sub networks in the cheapest possible way.  

In the previous large scale deployment of these devices in their system, Dominion Virginia Power 

observed that the main portion of the costs in this process were accountable to the number of 

substation (circle) installations and not the cost of the devices which was thought of as being 

most dominant in previous works. A typical installation schedule would be described here. 

Substation personnel bolt the equipment racks to the floor of the substation adhering to the 

seismic mounting requirements. On this are mounted the PMUs and other supporting 

equipment. Then the GPS antennas are installed on the rooftop. Shunts are also installed in the 

current transformer secondary circuits that are to be measured. The PMUs will also require 

communication circuit connection for communicating to the PDC (Modem or Ethernet). Thus, if 

it is required to minimize the costs involved, this work should be done in minimum number of 

substations/locations (circles).  

Thus, putting in simple words, minimize the circles with installations while ensuring all 3 colored 

are monitored due to those installations. Now a wrong way to do it is which needs to be avoided 

in order to save the utility from heavy losses is starting the optimal deployment with high voltage 

network, say 500 kV (red).  Once done, move to lower voltage level and do optimal deployment 

and so on. While this may seem to work, in most cases, it would result in larger number of 

substations being covered. A naïve but a clever way to do it is, look at the substations (circles) 

which can see the most across multiple sub networks. For e.g. in our case, installation at 1 would 

help us see (observe) nodes in all the 3 subnetworks/voltage levels. This section basically gives a 

flavor of the work we have proposed in this thesis.     
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Figure 1.2 Visualization of a practical system 

 

 

1.4 Thesis Overview 

The thesis is organized in the following way: 

Chapter 1: Introduction  

This chapter starts by presenting a brief history and the concept of Phasor Measurement Units. 

Some of the important applications of PMU’s are then discussed due to which the need for 

tackling the Optimal PMU placement problem arises which lays the direction to our thesis. Then, 

the motivation behind the proposed work is discussed by first discussing the current state of PMU 

deployment projects followed by a glimpse of the idea behind the proposed reformulation of the 

OPP problem.   
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Chapter 2: Traditional Methods in Optimal PMU Placement 

The literature survey on the previous works been done on solving the OPP problem have been 

summarized in this chapter. This is done in order to build the base for our proposed formulation 

by highlighting the common shortcomings in those.  

Chapter 3: Problem Formulation 

A novel redesign of the traditional PMU placement problem has been presented in this chapter 

accommodating the practical aspects as seen by utilities. The assumptions taken are discussed 

first along with the validity of each. This is followed by a valid data pre-processing of the system 

used for minimizing the solution dimension. Lastly, the constraints included in our formulation 

are presented and expressed mathematically.  

Chapter 4: Solution Methodology 

This chapter starts by first introducing the optimization technique used. This is followed by the 

implementation of that technique to our proposed problem in chapter 3. A greedy search 

inspired repair algorithm is then proposed for handling of constraints and accelerating the search 

for optimum. Finally, the overall algorithm of the solution methodology which is basically an 

aggregation of the points discussed in this chapter is presented in the form of a flowchart.  

Chapter 5:    

The proposed methodology is tested on modified IEEE 14 bus, 30 bus along with the VEPCO (500 

kV, 230kV, 138 kV and 115 kV) system. A detailed analysis of the results is done and conclusions 

are drawn based on those. Also, the scope for expansion of the work is also discussed. 

 

.  
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 Traditional Methods in Optimal 

PMU Placement 
 

Many algorithms utilizing PMU measurements for state estimation, voltage stability, fault 

location, network parameter estimation, among others, have been developed [8-11]. The 

primary requirement of most of these is that they require the system under study to be 

completely observable through the PMU’s installed. Because of the previously prohibitive cost of 

the device (originally due to the time synchronization mechanisms), much work has been 

previously proposed to tackle the problem of minimizing the number of PMU devices subjected 

to various constraints.  

A great deal of work has been done on the conventional optimization techniques to solve the 

OPP problem, such as linear programming, nonlinear programming, dynamic programming, or 

combinatorial optimization. The various problems associated with those techniques such as risk 

of trapping at local optima, numerical difficulties or difficulties in handling constraints laid the 

path to the utilization of advanced heuristic and modern metaheuristic optimization. Techniques 

like depth first search, simulated annealing, genetic algorithm, particle swarm optimization, 

immune algorithm or ant colony optimization have been widely used in this regard.  

This chapter will present an overview of the traditional approach for modelling the PMU 

placement problem as well as the various techniques used to solve the problem incorporating 

various constraints. Also presented towards the end of the chapter would be the common 

mistake inherent in the traditional formulation. 
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2.1 Problem Formulation 

The objective of the optimal PMU placement (OPP) problem is the strategic choice of the 

minimum number of PMU’s and the optimal location to ensure complete/incomplete 

observability and satisfy a present redundancy. The objective function minimized is the number 

of busses with PMU’s thus indirectly minimizing the number of devices and is given as- 

 

 
𝒎𝒊𝒏𝒇: ∑ 𝒘𝒊𝒙𝒊

𝒏𝒃𝒖𝒔

𝒊=𝟏

 

 

2.1 

 

Where xi is the PMU status at the ith bus and w are the weights depending on the function to be 

minimized which may not be restricted to the number of busses/substations with PMU’s. Here it 

should be noted that the bus actually refers to the substation and not the actual bus in the 

system. However with a common assumption that a single PMU can measure the whole 

substation, this translates to minimizing the number of devices. A system data preprocessing is 

done before implementing this in practical system which is discussed in section 2.2. 

2.2 Assumptions and Data preprocessing 

When dealing with a practical system with multiple voltage levels, substation transformers, large 

number of nodes, DC links, etc, since the real cost in the traditional technique is taken to be the 

number of devices/substation locations, the system data needs to be reduced into a one with 

busses, lines and node incidence matrix for the PMU placement problem. A bus is defined as 

something with required instrumentation, having an impact, and physically able to have a PMU. 

In most cases, a substation is actually called a bus. The data preprocessing is based on fair amount 

of assumptions which will be discussed below. 
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2.2.1 Reduction of busses into substations 

All the busses in a system are not modelled for the placement problem. The busses as well as the 

transformers inside the same substation are not modelled separately and thus, each substation 

is modelled as a single bus [12] as shown in Figure 2.1. This is based on the assumptions that the 

transformer tap settings are known very accurately at the substations, the transformer 

impedances are very small and thus neglected and all the busses belonging to the same voltage 

level in a substation are shorted through switches/breakers. Thus, having the measurements 

corresponding to a particular voltage level in a substation, the other voltage levels are assumed 

to be known. So, a transformer is treated as a virtual short circuit and this greatly reduces the 

number of nodes/possible PMU placement options in a system.  

 

 

Figure 2.1 Substation busses reduced 

 

If any of the deleted busses had injections, the equivalent substation bus would be shown with 

an injection. Also, the voltage levels below a certain value are not modelled and the busses to 

which these are deleted are modelled as having an external injection as shown in Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2 Deleting low voltage busses 

 

2.2.2 Sufficient channels in PMU 

In most of the papers, it was assumed that a PMU installed at a substation would have sufficient 

number of channels to measure all the currents and voltage of the bus it is emerging from.  

2.3 Observability Rules 

The set of rules which governed the observability of substations (busses in this case) were- 

 If one end voltage phasor and the current phasor of a branch are known, then the voltage 

phasor at the other end of the branch can be calculated. 

 If voltage phasors of both ends of a branch are known, then the current phasor of this 

branch can be directly obtained. 

 If there is a zero-injection bus without PMU and the current phasors of the incident 

branches are all known but one, then the current phasor of the unknown branch can be 

calculated using KCL. 

 If the voltage phasor of a zero-injection bus is unknown and the voltage phasors of all 

adjacent buses are known, then the voltage phasor of the zero-injection bus can be 

obtained through node voltage equations. 
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 If the voltage phasors of a set of adjacent zeroinjection buses are unknown, but the 

voltage phasors of all the adjacent buses to that set are known, then the voltage phasors 

of zeroinjection buses can be computed by node voltage equations. 

These were used to find how well a given PMU allocation would measure a system.   

2.4 Staged Installations and Incomplete Observability 

As stated before, a majority of the PMU placement algorithms aim at compete observability of 

the system. Practically, a full observability may not be attained immediately due to either time 

restrictions of the project or other difficulties. However, the available PMU’s can be utilized in 

the best possible way even if aiming at an incomplete observability.  

In certain applications, a full observation of the system is not required. Also it usually happens 

that the total cost for installations to ensure complete observability is too much to be dispersed 

all at once and that is when the installation is done in multiple stages. However, in order to 

compare different phased installation schedules, we need various criteria. One of the concepts 

central to the multi stage installations is that of depth of unobservability which is discussed 

below. 

2.4.1 Depth of Unobservability 

As proposed in [13], the depth of unobservability (DOU) refers to the number of unobserved 

busses in between 2 observed busses. This is a metric for comparing 2 incompletely observed 

placement sets as to how much “observable” the system is for each placement set. Larger the 

DOU, lesser observed the system is. Figure 2.3 shows the cases with DOU of 1 and 2. Suppose for 

the given 6 bus system, we can have at most 2 PMU’s installed. Now, PMU’s installed at busses 

1 and 6 would result in busses 3 and 4 remaining unobserved. If however we shift the PMU from 

bus 1 to 2, it would result in only 1 bus i.e. bus 3 being unobserved and thus the latter placement 

set is better than the former.  
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Figure 2.3 Depth of unobservability 

 

 

2.5 Previous Works 

A fair amount of work has been done on the traditional PMU placement problem mostly aiming 

at minimizing the device costs.  Some of the notable works are summarized below classified by 

the type of optimization techniques used in each. 

2.5.1 Linear Programming 

The OPP problem and its constraints were modelled by a set of linear equations and solved using 

linear programming by Ali Abur [14]. The feasible region is modelled by various inequalities 

(problem constraints) by a convex polyhedron. In [15], PMU placement for a given budget is 

addressed using binary integer programming along with eliminating the vulnerability of state 

estimator to the loss of a single PMU.  A generalized formulation of a PMU placement problem 

using ILP for full/incomplete observability and with/without zero injection is presented in [16]. 
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Dua, et al. [17] proposed a solution to a multistage PMU placement problem in a given time 

horizon using integer programming. A simple example of how the standard constraints and the 

objective function in the PMU placement problem can be modelled linearly is shown below- 

 
𝒎𝒊𝒏 ∑ 𝒘𝒊𝒙𝒊

𝒏𝒃𝒖𝒔

𝒊=𝟏

 

 

𝒔𝒕. 𝑨𝑿 ≥ 𝑩 

 

2.2 

 

Where A can be derived from the network topology using the node incidence matrix N. The 

vector B depends on the need for recursive measurements (value = 1 means no redundancy).  

 

 

 

 

 

Nij =  

1, ifbusiandjconnected

1, ifi = j

0, ifbusiandjnotconnected

 

 

2.3 

 

2.5.1.1 Illustrative Example 

Consider a 7 bus system as shown in Figure 2.4. The formulation of simplistic version of the 

optimal PMU placement problem for complete observability with no redundancy using linear 

programming discussed above is given as-  

 

 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 

 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 

N = 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 

 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 

 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 

 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 
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A = N, B = 1, wi = 1 

𝒎𝒊𝒏∑𝒙𝒊

𝟕

𝒊=𝟏

 

 

 

𝐴. 𝑋 = 

{
  
 

  
 

𝑥1 + 𝑥2 ≥ 1
𝑥1 + 𝑥2 + 𝑥3 + 𝑥6 + 𝑥7 ≥ 1

𝑥2 + 𝑥3+𝑥4 + 𝑥6 ≥ 1
𝑥3 + 𝑥4+𝑥5 + 𝑥7 ≥ 1

𝑥4 + 𝑥5 ≥ 1
𝑥2 + 𝑥3 + 𝑥6 ≥ 1
𝑥2 + 𝑥4 + 𝑥7 ≥ 1

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4 7 Bus test system 

 

Solving, 

 0 

 1 

 0 

X =  1 
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 0 

 0 

 0 

 

 

2.5.2 Spanning Trees 

A spanning tree of a graph is a sub graph that connects all its nodes without any loops. Each 

branch is given a weight and a minimum spanning tree is the one with sum of branch weights as 

minimum. A given graph may have multiple minimum spanning trees.  

In [13], Reynald Niqui developed the PMU placement algorithm for complete observability using 

spanning trees. The proposed technique consists of series of walks along the branches of 

spanning trees and it is decided for each node traversed if a PMU placement can be done at that. 

The search starts at root node and as soon as a terminal node is reached, it backtracks and 

searches another root. This is done until the process returns to a root node. This is repeated for 

different possible spanning trees and random root nodes. An advantage of this technique is that 

it can guarantee an incomplete observability of the graph if required. One of the drawbacks of 

this method is that for large systems with high branch to bus ratio, a large number of spanning 

trees are possible and the time to find those increases considerably. 

2.5.2.1 Illustrative Example 

One of the various possible spanning trees for the 7 bus test system presented before in Figure 

2.4 is shown in Figure 2.5. Now we implement the discussed technique for complete observability 

(DOU = 0) of the system. We randomly designate node 1 as a root node. Now, a logical case for 

first PMU placement would be at 2 to make 1, 2 and 6 observable. Now we go forward in the 

direction 1-2-6-3-4-5 and consider each node for a PMU placement. 5 is a terminal node so we 

backtrack and take the route 4-7. The next logical guess is to place PMU at 4 so as to make all the 

remaining nodes observable. Now 7 is a terminal node so be backtrack until we reach our root 
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node 1 as there is no other forward route. Though we know that the obtained placement set is 

the optimal one, we would check it by taking different nodes as route nodes as well as different 

spanning trees.  

 

Figure 2.5 Spanning tree with optimal PMU placement set 

 

 

2.5.3 Metaheuristic Methods 

These are partial search algorithms that are capable of finding a good solution to an optimization 

problem especially the ones with vague information. They do not always guarantee the global 

optimal solution but a solution fairly close to the global optimal. Since in the optimal PMU 

placement problem, the function being optimized is sub modular, these techniques are highly 

efficient in finding the optimal solution. In meta-heuristic techniques, there are strategies that 

guide the search process which are non-problem specific. There is often a learning component in 

these kind of techniques for example in particle swarm optimization (PSO)[18], the search 

process emulates that of a swarm of birds looking for food where the direction of search heavily 

depends on the good locations (solutions) explored in the past. Some of the popular works are 

discussed below for 2 most commonly used techniques belonging to this category.  
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2.5.3.1 Simulated Annealing (SA) 

In this technique, a random variation to the current solution is done in order to find the optimal 

solution. The probability of choosing a worse variation decreases as computation proceeds. 

Slower the rate of decrease of probability/cooling schedule, higher are the chances of finding the 

optimal solution.  

In [19], the OPP with simple objective function for complete observability and minimum device 

cost is solved using SA. In [13], SA is used to minimize the depth of unobservability for a 

pragmatic PMU placement problem. A sensitivity constrained OPP for system observability 

ensuring PMU’s be placed on high sensitivity busses is solved using SA in [20]. In [21], SA was 

modified to reduce the search space drastically using modifications in initial temperature and 

cooling procedure, Tabu search method and a direct combination technique. The speed of SA in 

OPP highly depends on the number of network busses and branches. 

2.5.3.2 Genetic Algorithm (GA) 

This technique emulates the Darwin’s theory of natural selection. The general idea of it is that 

each candidate solution is called a chromosome and many such chromosomes form a population. 

The best (fittest) chromosomes have a higher probability of selection to the mating pool where 

there is a crossover between individuals to produce offspring in the hope that 2 fit parents would 

produce fitter offspring (better solutions). A degree of randomness is added to due to a feature 

called mutation.  

In [22] GA is used to solve the OPP problem using different placement criteria such as maximum 

accuracy of estimates, minimum cost, maximum quantity of measurements, etc. To guarantee 

the minimum number of PMU’s, GA was used to minimize the number of phasors measured by 

a PMU as well as places with PMU. In [23], a multi objective PMU placement problem aiming at 

minimizing number of PMU’s while maximizing measurement redundancy was solved using non 

dominated sorting based genetic algorithm. 
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 Problem Formulation 

 

In the previous chapter, the traditional formulation and the variations of the PMU placement 

problems were discussed which aimed at minimizing the number of devices deployed in the 

network with various constraints. One of the common assumption taken in the previous works is 

that each substation is treated as a single bus when doing data preprocessing which is not a valid 

assumption since in a practical system, the busses at various voltage levels in the same substation 

may not be necessarily coupled (for example in the Surry substation belonging to the VEPCO 

system, 500 kV busses and 230 kV are not directly coupled) through a transformer or even if they 

are coupled, the tap settings may not always be known or a utility my plan to estimate those too 

through phasor measurements and so treating each substation as a single bus won’t be the 

correct approach.  In simple words, observability of one voltage level won’t translate to 

observability of the whole substation. The emphasis of the proposed PMU installation problem 

is not to minimize the number of devices/busses but to minimize the substations/locations 

covered in the network for the installation which accounts for the real cost as seen by utilities 

while writing the observability rules bus wise rather than substation wise. Now again, the basic 

difference between a substation and a bus should be kept in mind- A substation is a collection of 

busses of one or multiple voltage levels. This chapter will deal with the various facts used in 

formulating and developing the problem mathematically. Computationally, the OPP problem is 

highly nonlinear, discontinuous and multi-modal, having a nonconvex, nonsmooth, and 

nondifferentiable objective function. 

The following topics are discussed in this chapter: Assumptions, the format of a candidate 

solution, objective function for the proposed problem, problem constraints and their 

mathematical modelling. 
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3.1 Assumptions and Network Reduction 

When designing this problem, various assumptions were taken. These helped in reducing the 

complexity of the problem while not compensating on the validity. These were used to 

preprocess the data as discussed below. 

3.1.1 Complete Installations 

It is a known fact that when a substation is chosen for installations by a utility, the aim is to get 

as many measurements from it as possible. Thus we will assume that all the voltages and currents 

will be measured inside the substation and we won’t be bothered by the number of devices 

required to do that since that would not affect the objective of minimizing the number of 

substations which is the single most dominant portion of the cost. What this means is that a 

liberal assumption of the installation process being completed in a particular time horizon is 

taken. 

3.1.2 Reduction of Busses  

Busses in a substation belonging to the same voltage level are directly connected by 

switches/breakers. These busses can safely be reduced into a single equivalent bus with all the 

connections (to the busses external to the substation) retained to it.  
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Figure 3.1 Reducing busses with same voltage level 

 

 

3.1.3 Unknown Transformer Tap Settings 

One of the biggest sources of error in a state estimator is the one due to incorrect model 

parameters. These can have adverse effects on the performance of the state estimator. A 

transformer tap setting falls in this category. A tap measurement being erroneous or the 

presence of an unmeasured tap is fairly common. In the cases of transformers being under local 

control, the tap position is sometimes not communicated to the control center [24]. Several 

methods for estimating the tap settings based on traditional and PMU measurements are given 

[24-27]. In [27], an optimal PMU placement problem with an added aim of estimating 

transformer tap settings was introduced. However, the aim was to do so by minimizing the 

number of devices/busses which is not what we desire. 

So in our problem, we assume the tap settings to be unknown. How this would have an impact 

on our problem is shown in fig 3.2. Since the tap setting is unknown, knowing current and voltage 

and one end would not help with calculating the voltage and current at the other end. Thus all 

the transformer branches can be imagined as absence of connections from the point of view of 

observability with external injections placed on both ends of the branch in order to preserve the 

Kirchoff’s current law. 
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Figure 3.2 Visualization of transformer branch 

 

 

3.1.4 Deleting Low Voltage Busses 

Busses belonging to voltage levels at which PMU installations are not to be done are deleted 

along with all their connections. However, the higher voltage busses to which they are coupled 

to through transformers are supplied with an external injection in order to represent the effect 

of the deleted busses.  

3.2 Solution format 

Minimizing the number of substations visited cannot be tackled by reducing all the busses 

belonging to different voltage levels into 1 bus and then treating it as a traditional optimal PMU 

placement. The concept presented is demonstrated through an example given in Figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.3 Wrong reduction of system with multiple voltage leblevels 

 

There are 4 substations with different busses belonging to various voltage levels. The transformer 

branches are removed during data pre-processing. Now, doing a complete PMU installation at 

substation 4 would lead to only the 230 kV bus in 2 being observed. However if we tried to 

represent each substation by single equivalent bus and retaining the connections to it as shown 

on right in the figure, it would lead to erroneous results when it comes to observability. In that 

system, doing a complete installation at 4 would lead to substation 2 being completely observed 

while in reality, 500 kV and 115 kV busses are not observed by this move.          

Based on the discussion above, we will model the problem aiming at finding what busses have 

PMU installations which would lead to minimum substations being covered and full observability 

of all the busses. The format of a candidate solution will be as shown in Figure 3.4. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4 Solution format 

                                                              

The availability of PMU at a bus is represented by the value of the corresponding bit which can 

be either 0 or 1 e.g. if x1 = 1, bus 1 has an installation which corresponds to first bit of the solution. 

The number of dimensions/bits is equal to the total number of busses. Multiple bits are coupled 
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to represent a substation. 

3.3 Objective function 

Since the dominant portion of the costs is the substation installation, we aim at minimizing it. It 

should be noted that here we are not minimizing the number of devices which has been done till 

now. In fact we are not even concerned as to how many devices are needed inside a substation 

to make it completely measured. There is a limit to the number of channels on a PMU and so one 

PMU cannot measure everything inside a substation. Thus, we just model the cost in terms of the 

number of substations with everything measured. 

Each bit in the candidate solution will be associated with a bus and that bus would be associated 

with a substation. Thus, a substation will have an installation if any of its busses has an installation 

(corresponding bit 1). For e.g. in Figure 3.4, busses 1 and 2 belong to substation 1 while bus 3 

belongs to substation 2. From the value of bits, we see that substation 1 and substation 2 count 

as having installations even though bus 2 doesn’t have a PMU. A substation installation array 

(sub) can be formed from the bus installation array /candidate solution(x) as shown below- 

 

 

 
𝑠𝑢𝑏(𝑘) =  {

1𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑥(𝑖) = 1,𝑖|𝑏𝑢𝑠_𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑖) = 𝑘

0𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑥(𝑖) = 0, 𝑖|𝑏𝑢𝑠_𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑖) = 𝑘
 

3.1 

 

 

In our problem, we would want to minimize the number of 1’s in the substation installation array 

leading to our objective function being defined as – 

 

 

 

 

𝒇 = ∑𝑠𝑢𝑏(𝑘), 𝑘 ≤ 𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑏 3.2 
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3.4 Problem Constraints 

The constraints chosen for our work are standard constraints dealt with in most PMU placement 

problems along with some new constraints pertaining to the nature of problem in dealing with 

grouping of busses into substations and the practical aspect of deployment in  systems already 

having some phasor measuring devices like PMU’s and dual purpose line relays. 

3.4.1 Complete Observability 

A PMU installed at a particular bus will be assumed to measure all the line currents and voltage 

on that bus directly.  A system is said to be fully observable if a measurement set and their 

distributions are sufficient to solve the current state of the system [20]. There are 2 types of 

measurements in the system- 

 

 Direct Measurements- These are measured directly by the device and can only 

be lost of the device is not working/loses communication. A PMU is assumed to 

measure the bus voltage and all the emerging line currents from the bus it is 

installed at. 

 

 Pseudo Measurements- These refer to the set of states which can be solved for 

with the knowledge of direct measurements and system parameters. The set of 

observability rules are given in the following section. 

3.4.1.1 Observability Rules 

Placing a PMU at every bus would certainly make the system completely observable but would 

result in unnecessary redundancy in measurements. Thus the following set of rules gives an idea 

of how the pseudo measurements can be obtained for a non-transformer branch or a 
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transformer branch with accurately known tap settings by simply applying Kirchoff’s laws 

demonstrated by an example of a 2 bus system given in Figure 3.5- 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5 2 busses connected by a line represented by pi model 

 

 If the voltage and current at one end of the line are known along with the impedances 

then the voltage and current at the other end can be calculated. In Figure 3.5, the 

voltage and current at the second bus (V2 and I2) can be written in terms of sending end 

measurements V1 and I1 as- 

 

 𝑉2 = 𝑉1 − (𝐼1– 𝑌𝑉1)𝑍 3.3 

 

  𝐼2 = 𝑌𝑉1 −  𝐼1 + 𝑌𝑉1– 𝑌𝐼1𝑍 +𝑌
2𝑉1𝑍 3.4 

 

 If voltage at both ends of the line is measured, the currents injected from them can be 

calculated. For Figure 3.5, 

 

  𝐼1 = 𝑌𝑉1 + (𝑉1 − 𝑉2)/𝑍 3.5 

 

  𝐼2 = 𝑌𝑉2 + (𝑉2 − 𝑉1)/𝑍 3.6 
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3.4.1.2 Zero injection Bus 

These are the busses with no injections and can help in further reducing the number of PMU’s required 

[17]. The rules for dealing with zero injection busses are as follows- 

 

 Current entering the zero injection bus equals the current leaving according to Kirchoff’s 

current law (KCL). Thus the only unknown branch current from a zero injection bus can 

be calculated if other branch currents are known. In Figure 3.6, Bus 0 is a zero injection 

bus. The relationship between branch currents is given as: 

 

 𝐼40 +𝐼30 +𝐼20 = 𝐼01 3.7 

 

 If only one of the busses directly connected to a zero injection bus has an unknown 

voltage, it can be calculated if the voltage of the zero injection bus is also known. For 

example, in Figure 3.6, the relationship between the bus voltages is given by: 

 

 𝑦30(𝑉3 −𝑉0) +𝑦20(𝑉2 −𝑉0) +𝑦40(𝑉4 −𝑉0) =  𝑦01(𝑉0 −𝑉1) 3.8 

 

                                                                           

 

Figure 3.6 Zero injection bus 
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3.4.1.3 Dual Use Line Relays 

A dual use line relay placed at a particular end of a line reports the voltage and current phasors 

from that end. Thus the observability would greatly be augmented if a system has multiple relays 

belonging to this category. 

3.4.1.4 Estimating Transformer Tap Settings  

A transformer branch with unknown tap settings may be seen as an open circuit from the point 

of view of observability as discussed in section 3.1. However, these are not modelled as open 

circuits since doing so would permanently rule out the possibility of estimating the tap settings. 

Figure 3.7 shows the equivalent circuit of a two winding transformer with voltages and currents 

at sending and receiving ends as 𝑉1, 𝐼1𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑉2, 𝐼2respectively. Let the tap setting be 𝛼 (a complex 

number).  

 

 

 

Figure 3.7 Equivalent circuit of a 2 winding transformer 

 

Now, the observability of tap settings is only possible if maximum one quantity out of the 4 

(𝑉1, 𝐼1, 𝑉2𝑎𝑛𝑑𝐼2 ) is unknown. The proof for each case is discussed below- 
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 𝑰𝟐 unknown- From equation 3.9, we see that 𝐸 can be calculated and thus in equation 

3.10, tap  setting 𝑎 is the only unknown and thus can be calculated. Now, knowing𝑎, 

𝐼2can easily be calculated from either side of equation 3.10. 

 

 𝐸 =𝑉1 − 𝐼1(𝑅1 + 𝑗𝑋1) 3.9 

 

 
𝐼1 − 𝐸 × (

1

𝑅𝑐
+

1

𝑗𝑋𝑀
) = (𝐸 − 𝑎𝑉2)/(𝑎

2(𝑅2 + 𝑗𝑋2)) 
3.10 

 

 

 𝑰𝟏 unknown- In equation 3.11, 𝐸 can be calculated in terms of tap setting 𝑎. Thus, 

equation 3.12 can be formed purely in terms of 𝑎 since the other quantities are known 

and so it can be estimated. Now, 𝐼1can be easily found. 

 

                                   

 

𝐸 =𝑎(𝑉2 + 𝐼2(𝑅2 + 𝑗𝑋2)) 3.11 

 

  
(𝑉1 − 𝐸)/(𝑅1 + 𝑗𝑋1) = 

𝐼2
𝑎
+ 𝐸 × (

1

𝑅𝑐
+

1

𝑗𝑋𝑀
) 

3.12 

 

 

 𝑽𝟏 unknown-  From equation 3.11, we can obtain 𝐸 purely in terms of 𝑎. Substituting 

that in equation 3.13, value of 𝑎 can be known as well as 𝑉1. 

 

 
𝐼1 = 𝐸 × (

1

𝑅𝑐
+

1

𝑗𝑋𝑀
) +

𝐼2
𝑎
 

3.13 

 

 

 𝑽𝟐 unknown- Solving equations 3.9 and 3.13, 𝑎 and thus 𝑉2 can  be known. 

Extending this, we can similarly prove for 3 winding transformer that any 5 out of the 6 

quantities need to be known in order to estimate the both the tap settings as well as the 

other missing quantitiy. 
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3.4.1.5 Observability Status Array 

In order to represent the amount of observability for a particular case of substation installations 

in a system, an array is formed to represent the status of observability of every element in the 

system as shown in Figure 3.8. In systems already having some measurement devices, the 

knowledge of the initial incomplete observability of the system is used to initialize the 

observability array with 1’s in some places and then it is populated using the set of rules and facts 

discussed in sections 3.4.1.1-3.4.1.4.  A more detailed algorithm would be presented in the next 

chapter. In the format we set, the first set of bits represent the voltage observability status of all 

the busses in the system, the next set represents the observability of current at sending end of 

non-transformer branches followed by their receiving end currents. These are succeeded by bits 

representing sending and receiving end currents on transformer branches.  

 

 

 

Figure 3.8 Observability array 

 

 

The aim of the problem being in this thesis is to have complete observability and thus the first 

set of bits (corresponding to voltage status) should all be 1.   
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3.4.2 Critical elements directly measured 

These are the measurements which are given a high priority in the system from the utility’s point 

of view and the criterion is highly subjective. The high voltage network forms the backbone of 

the system and may be needed to be measured/monitored directly thus often classified as 

critical. Also the busses with high connectivity allow to monitor large number of lines and are 

located in areas where expansions/installations can be easily carried out and so these can be 

considered as critical. Then there are busses relevant to stability of the system based on their 

role in preventing voltage collapse, damping inter area oscillations and/or minimizing impact of 

faults. Busses with controllers placed like Flexible AC Transmission Systems (FACTS) devices, 

HVDC terminals, etc. are potential small signal control busses and can be considered critical. The 

concept of criticality can also be extended to consider synchrophasor data conditioning and 

validation. Having more number of installations in the core of the network can increase the 

efficiency with which bad data detection and instrument transformer calibration can be done. 

Similarly, tie lines to a utility may be considered critical in order to monitor inter area flows and 

oscillations [28]. Also, lines carrying high amount of power or the ones working closer to the limits 

may be considered critical too. Though it is necessary for the critical elements to be directly 

measured, it should be noted that this would result in a larger number of installations and thus 

higher cost. Thus the concept of criticality needs to be diluted according to the importance of the 

elements listed as critical.  

A PMU installation should be done at the substation with a critical bus. As for monitoring the 

critical lines, it should be done in atleast one substation to which a critical line is connected. This 

can be formulated as- 

 

 𝑥(𝑓𝑏(𝑗)) + 𝑥(𝑡𝑏(𝑗)) ≥ 1,∀𝑗 ∈ 𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡_𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 3.14 

 

  𝑥(𝑖) = 1, ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡_𝑏𝑢𝑠 3.15 
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3.4.3 Prohibited Substation Installations 

PMU’s need to communicate with the central operation center and thus a high speed 

communication medium is required [29]. There are substations where PMU installations are not 

possible due to inability or impracticality of installing fiber-optic or other types of high-speed 

communication. 

 

 𝑥(𝑖) = 0, ∀𝑖|𝑏𝑢𝑠_𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑖) ∈ 𝑛𝑜𝑡_𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑑 3.16 

 

   

3.4.4 Grouping of busses in the same substation 

Because of the assumption of complete measurement of a substation when visited for PMU 

installation and also because of the nature of the objective function, having a PMU at one bus 

or multiple PMU’s at all the busses in a substation won’t make a difference i.e. if a substation is 

chosen for the installation, it would be the same as all the busses having PMU’s. Thus, the PMU 

availability status of all the busses belonging to the same substation should be same. Writing it 

mathematically, 

 

 

 

𝑥(𝑖) = 1∀𝑖|𝑏𝑢𝑠_𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑖) = 𝑘&𝑠𝑢𝑏(𝑘) = 1 3.17 
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 Solution Methodology 

 

The proposed problem was mathematically formulated in the previous chapter. As it was 

discussed in chapter 3, meta-heuristic techniques have been very efficient with solving the OPP 

problem and thus we decided to use a binary version of one of the most popular meta-heuristic 

technique called Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). The advantages of PSO are that it has a 

simple concept, easy implementation, robustness to control parameters, insensitive to the 

objective function, less dependent on the initial points, faster and computationally more efficient 

when compared with other techniques of the same category. However a serious drawback of 

these kind of techniques is that the computation time is high and increases fairly with the number 

of dimensions of solution (number of busses) and the complexity of the constraints. Even though 

this should not be a concern since the problem at hand is an offline planning problem since PMU 

installation schedule does not change in real time, still we propose an algorithm to 

simultaneously make sure that the candidate solutions are within feasible region (constraints 

satisfied) and the convergence is accelerated. The following topics are discussed in this chapter: 

BPSO, solution algorithm and handling of constraints and acceleration. 

4.1 Binary Particle Swarm Optimization (BPSO) 

Particle Swarm Optimization suggested by Kennedy and Eberhart [18] was discovered through 

simulation of a simplified social model. The rules governing the group dynamics of a bird social 

behavior, often changing direction suddenly, scattering and regrouping form the basis of this 

technique. The main characteristics of this optimization technique are- 

 

1. Each candidate solution is called a particle, p, and is represented by a d dimensional vector 

which gives its position in the d dimensional space. For e.g. in our case, d is the number 

of busses in our system where each dimension is associated with the PMU status at a 
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particular bus. Many such particles fly around in multi-dimensional search space in order 

to look for the most optimal solution. 

  

2. A set of such particles forms a swarm/population which has its own dynamics which 

influences the flight. Each particle adjusts its position influenced by its interactions with 

other particles in the swarm as well as its own experience. The number of particles in a 

population is given by the variable popsize.  

 

3. While searching the space, the goodness of the position (solution) attained by each 

particle is measured by a function called fitness represented by f. Generally, its value will 

be equal to the value of the function being maximized or minimized evaluated at that 

particle.  

 

4. The previous best position till the kth iteration of a general particle i is called particle best 

denoted by𝒑𝒃𝒆𝒔𝒕𝒊
(𝒌)

. If the new position attained by a particle is better than the particle 

best, it is updated. For a minimization problem, the update is carried out as follows- 

 

 
𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖

(𝑘)
= {

𝑝𝑖
(𝑘)
,𝑖𝑓𝑓(𝑝𝑖

(𝑘)
) < 𝑓(𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖

(𝑘−1)
)

𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖
(𝑘−1)

, 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
 

4.1 

 

 

5. Each particle also knows the globally best position that one of the members of the flock 

has found. The best position achieved till kth iteration amongst all the particles is called 

global best denoted by𝒈𝒃𝒆𝒔𝒕(𝒌−𝟏). At the end of each iteration(one step of exploration), 

it is updated as-  

 

 
𝑔𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡(𝑘) = {

𝑝𝑖
(𝑘)
, 𝑖𝑓𝑓(𝑝𝑖

(𝑘)
) < 𝑓(𝑔𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡(𝑘−1))

𝑔𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡(𝑘−1),𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
 

4.2 
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6. There is also a velocity vector associated with each particle which gives the direction and 

step length of movement for it in the successive iteration. At a general iteration, k, the 

velocity in dth dimension of the ith particle  is updated as shown here: 

 

 𝑣𝑖𝑑
(𝑘)

= 𝑤 × 𝑣𝑖𝑑
(𝑘−1) +𝑐1 × 𝑟1 × (𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖

(𝑘−1) −𝑝𝑖𝑑) +𝑐2 × 𝑟2

× (𝑔𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡(𝑘−1) −𝑝𝑖𝑑) 

4.3 

 

 

           The first term in the velocity signifies inertia of movement where 𝑤 represents inertia 

weight. The next 2 terms containing 𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖
(𝑘−1) and 𝑔𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡(𝑘−1) are both necessary. The 

term corresponding to 𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖
(𝑘−1) signifies autobiographical memory. Each individual 

member is influenced by its own experiences which reflects in the way he moves around. 

It can be termed as simple nostalgia as it tends to return to the place that satisfied it the 

most. On the other hand, the term containing 𝑔𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡(𝑘−1) signifies publicized knowledge 

or norm set by the swarm which also influences its exploration. A high value of second 

term relative to third denotes excessive wandering of isolated individuals whereas the 

reverse points towards the flock rushing prematurely to a local minima. The values of 

𝑐1and 𝑐2 represent how much the particles are influenced by social and cognitive factors. 

Low values of these allow particles to drift away from target whole high values result in 

fast movement to target region but mostly missing it multiple times. Based on the past 

experiences [30], the optimal value for them is set to 2.                 

                                    

7. From the expression for velocity, it can be seen that a larger value of 𝑤  ensures more of 

global search (search space is widely searched for) while a lower value ensures more local 

exploration (search more or less confined to a local region around particle). To create a 

balance between extremities, the value of 𝑤 is not fixed but varied linearly over the 

iterations from 0.9 to 0.4 [30] which is a common practice. Thus, the optimization starts 

with global search and settles to a local search towards the end given as: 
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𝑤(𝑘) = 0.9 −

(0.9 − 0.4)

𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥
× 𝑘 

4.4 

 

 

8. The position of particle as illustrated in Figure 4.1 is updated by the given expression: 

 

 

 𝑝𝑖𝑑
(𝑘)

=𝑝𝑖𝑑
(𝑘−1)

+𝑣𝑖𝑑
(𝑘)

 4.5 

 

 

A discrete binary version of PSO was introduced in [31]. Since in our problem, we have to work 

with binary variables (presence or absence of PMU’s at each bus which can be represented by 

1/0). The sigmoid function is used to restrict the velocity in the range of [0, 1] which is then used 

to discretize the position into binary. Thus the position in a general dth dimension is updated as 

follows: 

 

 
𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑜𝑖𝑑(𝑣𝑖𝑑

(𝑘)) = 
1

1 + 𝑒−𝑣𝑖𝑑
(𝑘)  

4.6 

 

   

  
𝑝𝑖𝑑
(𝑘)

= {
1,𝑖𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 < 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑜𝑖𝑑

0, 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
 

4.7 
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Figure 4.1 Search process in PSO 

 

4.2 Solution Scheme 

In this section, we would present the implementation of BPSO to our problem of PMU placement. 

We start by first defining some arrays which will be required for approaching this problem.  

4.2.1 Nomenclature 

4.2.1.1 Particle (p) 

As discussed before, the candidate solution for the problem being optimized is called a particle. 

Now in chapter 3 we established the format of a candidate solution and thus it would be the 

same for a particle. The number of dimensions is equal to the number of busses in the system 

where each dimension uniquely represents the PMU placement status at a particular bus taking 

the values of 0/1. Take for example a 7 bus system with 4 substations shown in Figure 4.2. Here 

there are no zero injection busses. Each circle represents a different substation and the PMU’s 

are also shown. The bus colors denote different voltage levels. At each substation, all the voltage 
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levels are coupled through transformers with unknown tap settings. The particle that represents 

the PMU placement status shown by PMU locations in Figure 4.2 is shown in Figure 4.3. 

 

 

Figure 4.2 7 bus sample system 

 

 

Figure 4.3 Particle p for the system in figure 4.2 

 

 

4.2.1.2 Bus_Substation Array 

This is an array with length same as that of the particle i.e. number of busses in the system. The 

value stored in each dimension represents the substation number of the associated bus. For the 

system shown in Figure 4.2 , the substation array is shown in Figure 4.4. 
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Figure 4.4 Bus_Substation Array for system in figure 4.2 

 

 

4.2.1.3 Sub Array 

This array represents the substation installation status for a given particle. The length of this is 

equal to the number of substations in the system and each bit denotes whether a substation 

has an installation or not which is derived based on the rules discussed in section 3.3. Sub array 

for the particle in Figure 4.3  is shown below.  

 

 

Figure 4.5 Sub array 

 

 

4.2.1.4 Observability Status Array 

As discussed in section 3.4.1.4, this array shows the observability status of voltages at busses, 

currents from both sides of non-transformer and transformer branches. The length of this array 

is = number of busses + 2xnumber of lines + 2x number of transformer branches. For the particle 

being discussed, the observability status array is shown in Figure 4.6 where Vi denotes voltage 

observability of bus i, FbLi denotes branch current observability at sending end of line i, TbLi 

denotes branch current observability at receiving end of line i, FbTi denotes branch current 

observability at sending end of transformer i and TbTi denotes branch current observability at 

receiving end of transformer i. 
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Figure 4.6 Observability Status Array 

 

The algorithm to construct this array initializes an array with all zero elements for each particle 

and then populates it with 1’s by using the rules discussed in section 3.4.1 and the position of 1’s 

in the particle through simple if-then-else statements iteratively.  

In order to incorporate the presence of devices already in the system, the algorithm does not 

start with an all zero array, rather it starts with an array that reflects the observability due to 

those devices. For example, if it was known that a dual use line relay is already present on line 2 

(L2) at the receiving end (bus 5) then the observability status array would start with the values as 

shown in Figure 4.7.  

 

 

Figure 4.7 Initial Observability Status Array for dual use relay on L2 at bus 5 

 

The pseudo code based on set of rules discussed in chapter 3 for populating the observability 

status array is given below. Changes in the observability status array would be done to individual 

bits and thus it is strongly advised to consult fig 4.6 for the notation used for each bit in order for 

the changes to make sense.    

1: Initialize an all zero observability status array of length = 𝑛𝑏 + 2 × 𝑛𝑙 + 2 × 𝑛𝑥 where 𝑛𝑏 = total 

number of busses, 𝑛𝑙 = total number of lines and 𝑛𝑥 = total number of transformer branches. Let 

𝑧𝑒𝑟𝑜_𝑖𝑛𝑗 be a set of zero injection busses. 

Let 𝑜𝑙𝑑_𝑝𝑚𝑢 be a set of all those busses with a prior PMU installation.  

Also, we define the matrix 𝑜𝑙𝑑_𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 which contains the information about existing dual use line 

relays in the system-  
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𝑜𝑙𝑑_𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦[1][𝑗] = 𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦  

𝑜𝑙𝑑_𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦[2][𝑗] =  {
1𝑖𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑏𝑦𝑜𝑙𝑑_𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦[1][𝑗]
2𝑖𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑏𝑦𝑜𝑙𝑑_𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦[1][𝑗]

    

The particle 𝑝 for which the observability status array is being created is an array of size 1 × 𝑛𝑏𝑢𝑠. 

Direct measurements from previous PMUs 

2: FOR 𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑙𝑑_𝑝𝑚𝑢 

3: 𝑉𝑖 = 1 

𝐹𝑏𝐿𝑗 = 1∀𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑗𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑏𝑢𝑠𝑎𝑠𝑖 

𝑇𝑏𝐿𝑗 = 1∀𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑗𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑏𝑢𝑠𝑎𝑠𝑖 

𝐹𝑏𝑇𝑘 = 1∀𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑘𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑏𝑢𝑠𝑎𝑠𝑖 

𝐹𝑏𝑇𝑘 = 1∀𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑘𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑏𝑢𝑠𝑎𝑠𝑖 

4: END FOR 

 

Direct measurements from previous Line Relays 

5: FOR 𝑗 = 1𝑡𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ(𝑜𝑙𝑑_𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦[1]) 

6: Define, 𝑓𝑏 = 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑏𝑢𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑏𝑦𝑜𝑙𝑑_𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦[1][𝑗], 

𝑡𝑏 = 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑏𝑢𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑏𝑦𝑜𝑙𝑑_𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦[1][𝑗] 

7: IF 𝑜𝑙𝑑_𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦[2][𝑗] = 1 

8: THEN 𝑉𝑓𝑏 = 1, 𝐹𝑏𝐿𝑜𝑙𝑑_𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦[1][𝑗] = 1 

9: ELSE 𝑉𝑡𝑏 = 1, 𝑇𝑏𝐿𝑜𝑙𝑑_𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦[1][𝑗] = 1 

10: END FOR 

 

Direct measurements from new installations (particle) 

11: Define 𝑛𝑒𝑤_𝑝𝑚𝑢 as a set of all busses chosen for PMU installation given by the bits in particle 𝑝 

with value 1. 

12: FOR 𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑤_𝑝𝑚𝑢 

13: 𝑉𝑖 = 1 

𝐹𝑏𝐿𝑗 = 1∀𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑗𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑏𝑢𝑠𝑎𝑠𝑖 

𝑇𝑏𝐿𝑗 = 1∀𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑗𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑏𝑢𝑠𝑎𝑠𝑖 

𝐹𝑏𝑇𝑘 = 1∀𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑘𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑏𝑢𝑠𝑎𝑠𝑖 
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𝑇𝑏𝑇𝑘 = 1∀𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑘𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑏𝑢𝑠𝑎𝑠𝑖 

14: END FOR 

 

Pseudo measurements 

15: Count = 0 

16: WHILE count <=2 

17: Define array 𝑝𝑟𝑒 = 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑠𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑦  

18: FOR 𝑗 = 1𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑙 

19: Define, 𝑓𝑏 = 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑏𝑢𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑗,𝑡𝑏 = 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑏𝑢𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑗 

20: IF 2 <= 𝑺𝑼𝑴(𝑉𝑓𝑏, 𝑉𝑡𝑏, 𝐹𝑏𝐿𝑗, 𝑇𝑏𝐿𝑗) < 4 

21: THEN 𝑉𝑓𝑏 = 𝑉𝑡𝑏 = 𝐹𝑏𝐿𝑗 = 𝑇𝑏𝐿𝑗 = 1 

22: END FOR 

23: FOR 𝑘 = 1𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑥 

24: Define, 𝑓𝑏𝑥 = 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑏𝑢𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑘,𝑡𝑏𝑥 =

𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑏𝑢𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑘 

25: IF 3 <= 𝑺𝑼𝑴(𝑉𝑓𝑏𝑥, 𝑉𝑡𝑏𝑥, 𝐹𝑏𝑇𝑘, 𝑇𝑏𝑇𝑘) < 4 

26: THEN 𝑉𝑓𝑏𝑥 = 𝑉𝑡𝑏𝑥 = 𝐹𝑏𝑇𝑘 = 𝑇𝑏𝑇𝑘 = 1 

27: END FOR 

 

Zero Injection busses 

28: FOR 𝑧𝑖𝑛𝑧𝑒𝑟𝑜_𝑖𝑛𝑗 

29: Define, 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝_𝑓𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑜𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑏𝑢𝑠𝑎𝑠𝑧, 

𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝_𝑡𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑜𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑏𝑢𝑠𝑎𝑠𝑧, 

𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝_𝑓𝑏𝑥𝑎𝑠𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑜𝑓𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑏𝑢𝑠𝑎𝑠𝑧 and 

𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝_𝑡𝑏𝑥𝑎𝑠𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑜𝑓𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑏𝑢𝑠𝑎𝑠𝑧 . 

30: IF 𝑉𝑧 = 0 AND 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ(𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝_𝑓𝑏𝑥) = (𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ(𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝_𝑡𝑏𝑥) = 0 

31: THEN 𝑉𝑧 = 1 

32: IF 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ(𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑦[𝐹𝑏𝐿𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑓𝑏 , 𝑇𝑏𝐿𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑏 , 𝐹𝑏𝑇𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑓𝑏𝑥 , 𝑇𝑏𝑇𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑏𝑥]) −

𝑺𝑼𝑴(𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑦[𝐹𝑏𝐿𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑓𝑏 , 𝑇𝑏𝐿𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑏 , 𝐹𝑏𝑇𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑓𝑏𝑥 , 𝑇𝑏𝑇𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑏𝑥]) = 1 
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33: THEN [𝐹𝑏𝐿𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑓𝑏 = 𝑇𝑏𝐿𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑏 =𝐹𝑏𝑇𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑓𝑏𝑥 = 𝑇𝑏𝑇𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑏𝑥 = 1 

34: END FOR 

35: IF observabilitystatusarray ≠ pre 

36: THEN count = count+1 

37: END WHILE 

38: STOP 

 

 

4.2.1.5 Installation Option Array 

This array will be used later on when changing a particle. This array lists the available options 

for PMU installations (excluding busses where installation is prohibited) to satisfy some 

requirements like observability or critical measurements. For e.g. for the particle shown before, 

from the observability status array given in Figure 4.6, we can see that bus 5 is not observable. 

Now we need a list of bus numbers at which we can place a PMU to make 5 observable. So, an 

installation option array to fulfill this requirement, in terms of bus numbers as well as 

substation number is shown in Figure 4.8. As guessed, this array would contain bus numbers 4 

and 5(or substations 2 and 3) since placing a PMU at one of these would help in measuring or 

calculating the voltage at 5. 

 

 

Figure 4.8 Installation Option Array 

 

4.2.2 Fitness Function 

This is the function that we want to minimize which is the number of substations having PMU 

installations.  Lower the value, better associated with a particle, better of a candidate solution it 
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is. The value evaluated for each particle will be the number of 1’s in the sub (substation 

installation status) array associated with each particle. For e.g. for the particle being discussed, 

the fitness of it is 2 since only 2 substations (substation 1 and 4) have PMU installations. 

4.2.3 Handling of constraints 

When a particle changes position during iteration, it may happen that it leaves the feasible region 

which means one or more of the constraints are not satisfied. A standard way of dealing with it 

is regenerating the particle until it is back in the feasible region. However, this would lead to loss 

of computational effort. Thus, we propose a repair algorithm which aims at making changes to 

the particle without actually regenerating it in order to satisfy the constraints as well as 

accelerate the search for the global optimal point.  

4.2.3.1 Basic Ideology  

In order to optimally modify the particle to satisfy all the constraints, we follow an iterative 

procedure. This method would mainly be adding PMU’s to a candidate solution in order to satisfy 

the constraints with minimum possible increase in the objective function value (number of 

substations covered /number of busses/both) thus expected to somehow restrict the distance 

from the global optimum. Now a way to do it is that at each step of iteration, the best possible 

option for PMU installations is chosen, the one satisfying maximum constraints(observability of 

bus voltages, critical measurements, etc) with minimum increase in cost. This idea is derived from 

the principle of greedy algorithms [32] which aim at making local optimal choice at each stage in 

the hope of finding the global optimum. A similar hybrid approach with Genetic Algorithm with 

Minimum Spanning Tree was proposed in [33] to choose buses observing maximum unobserved 

buses in each stage for PMU placement problem. A key difference to note here is that our repair 

decisions are driven not only by the increase in observability owing to the new installation but by 

the objective function as well thus not purely relying on the nature of graph. It is due to the cost 

of installation of each substation being same in the current problem that ours takes the same 

repair decisions as the graph based approach same as proposed in [33]. However, on changing 
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the objective function in future to include a detailed representation of the cost, it may happen 

that instead of a bus connected to maximum unobserved busses, 2 other buses are chosen first 

due to the cost of installation (devices+construction) being cheaper in them thus differing in the 

repair decisions. Each choice reduces the size of the succeeding sub problem. A major drawback 

in these algorithms is that they never reconsider the choices made previously thus at times never 

being able to reach the solution. This however is not a problem since the repair algorithm would 

only be a part of the whole solution algorithm which would be solved using Binary Particle Swarm 

Optimization. We would only an expect acceleration towards the solution and not the whole true 

solution itself. They are not sophisticated but this makes them fast and easy to implement.  

Choices regarding which substation(s) to install at would be made until the end criterion of all 

the constraints being fulfilled is met.  Every substation would be given a value for greedy choice 

property which would actually be a combination of number of constraints being fulfilled due to 

PMU installations being at that substation and the cost of installation there. The one with the 

optimal value at each stage would be chosen for installation. For e.g. in our case with each 

substation being equally expensive, a substation may be directly connected to an unobservable 

bus through a critical line as opposed to one being connected to the same bus through a non-

critical line. So, doing installations at the former one would lead to 2 constraints being fulfilled 

(observability + critical measurement) as opposed to one in the latter case. Thus, the former one 

would be the choice according to greedy based repair.  

4.2.3.2 Repair Algorithm 

The pseudo code for proposed repair algorithm is explained below. The repair is done by 

modifying the installations one substation at a time in order to deal with multiple constraints. 

 

Prohibited Substation Installations 

1: Remove PMU’s from prohibited substations. Again, these are the substations with lack of 

communication infrastructure during the planning period so PMU installations are not possible. 

This is done by changing all the 1’s to 0’s corresponding to the busses in prohibited substations. 
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Grouping of Busses in a Substation 

2: If a bus in a substation has a PMU installation shown by the particle being repaired, every bus at 

that substation gets a PMU (convert the 0’s to 1 for bits corresponding to other busses).  

  

Critical Measurements 

These comprise of the busses and lines which need to be directly measured. High voltage busses, 

substations with high connectivity, tie lines, etc. are examples of this.   

3: List all the critical measurements which have not been taken care of. Is array empty? If yes, then 

GO TO Step 8. 

4: Form an appended array of allowed installation options for each critical measurement in terms 

of bus numbers at which PMU can be installed to satisfy it. Allow redundancy in the array if any. 

5: Form an array of installation options in terms of substation numbers. 

6: Find the mode or most common value of this array to get the most common substation number 

and install PMU’s on all the busses of that substation. If there are multiple modes, randomly choose 

one. This is done so that maximum number of critical measurements can be satisfied by adding 

PMU at minimum number of substations, a property of greedy algorithms.  

7: Remove all the installation options (in terms of substation numbers) corresponding to the critical 

measurement(s) satisfied in current iteration from the array. GO TO Step 6.  

 

Full Observability 

8: For the current particle create the observability status array and using its first set of bits, list all 

the unobserved busses. Is the array empty? If yes, then GO TO Step 13.   

9: Form an appended array of allowed installation options for each unobserved bus in terms of bus 

numbers at which PMU can be installed to observe it. Allow redundancy in the array if any. 

10: Form an array of the corresponding substation number for each element of the array of 

installation options. 

11: Find the mode of this array to get the most common substation number and install PMU’s on 

all the busses of that substation. 
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12: List the unobserved busses as done in step 9. Remove all the installation options (in terms of 

substation numbers) corresponding to the busses observed in the current iteration from the array. 

Is the array non empty? If yes, then 

GO TO Step 11. 

13: STOP 

 

In the discussed pseudo code, it should be noted that installations are done iteratively to satisfy 

the critical measurements first. This is followed by a similar way of installations to satisfy 

observability constraints. We have not combined critical measurement constraints and 

observability constraints since critical constraints require direct measurements so an exhaustive 

list of installation options is pretty much evident from the network whereas for satisfying 

observability constraints, besides the direct measurements, pseudo measurements are also their 

which are not always clearly evident due to the presence of zero injection busses.      

 

4.2.3.3 Illustration 
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Figure 4.9 Test system for repair algorithm 

 

Consider the system shown in Figure 4.9 with 8 busses, 6 lines (L1-L6) and 2 transformer branches 

(T1 and T2) with unknown taps. Lines 2 and 5 are critical lines and bus 4 is critical and thus 

required to be measured directly. PMU installations are not possible at substation 6 (bus 8). There 

are no zero injection busses in the system. Now we start with a particle with all zero elements as 

shown below which represents no PMU’s installed in the system. 

 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 

Steps 1 and 2 are satisfied in the algorithm since no prohibited bus has a PMU according to this 

particle and also PMU placement status is same for all the busses belonging to the same 

substation.  

 

Critical Measurements 

Critical measurement constraints are not fulfilled. The installation options in terms of bus 

numbers as well as substation numbers corresponding to each critical measurement are shown 

in table 4.1. 
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Table 4-1 Installation options illustration 

Critical Measurement Bus wise Installation Option Substation wise Installation Option 

L2 3,6 2,4 

L5 1,7 1,5 

Bus 4 4 2 

 

 

So the mode/most common value in the substation wise installation option column is substation 

2. Thus we place a PMU at it which would lead to 2 critical measurements (line 2 and bus 4) being 

fulfilled. Now we are left with the condition for directly measurement line 5 which is the 

remaining critical measurement. We do it by doing PMU installations at either substation 1 or 5. 

Here we randomly choose substation 5 so bus 7 gets a PMU. 

 

Full Observability 

Now we have PMU installations at substations 1 and 2 making our particle look like this- 

 

0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 

 

From the system shown in Figure 4.9, we see that after the first round of PMU placements, 

busses 1-7 will become observable along with lines L1-L5 and transformer branch T2. The 

observability array is shown below – 

 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 

V

1 

V

2 

V

3 

V

4 

V

5 

V

6 

V

7 

V

8 

Fb

L1 

Fb

L2 

Fb

L3 

Fb

L4 

Fb

L5 

Fb

L6 

Tb

L1 

Tb

L2 

Tb

L3 

Tb

L4 

Tb

L5 

Tb

L6 

Fb

T1 

Fb

T2 

Tb

T1 

Tb

T2 

 

 

We can see that only bus 8 (substation 6) is unobservable now. So in order to ensure complete 

observability, the only installation option we have is to do PMU installations at substation 1 since 

substation 6 which is the other option is a prohibited substation. This would lead to transformer 
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T1 current from both ends also being observed. Thus the optimal repair to an all zero particle 

would represent a PMU placement strategy with 3 substations covered as shown in Figure 4.10. 

This also happens to be the optimal PMU allocation strategy for minimum substation coverage 

for this system. Thus it can be proved that this repair algorithm works towards doing the optimal 

changes to a candidate solution to bring it closer to the global optimal faster. 

 

 

Figure 4.10 System after repair 

 

4.2.4 Final Algorithm 

The proposed repair algorithm is incorporated inside the BPSO and the final structure of the 

method is shown in the form of a flowchart given in Figure 4.11. 
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Figure 4.11 Solution methodology flow chart 

 

 

 

 

 

Start 

Initialize BPSO parameters𝑐1,𝑐2, itermax, popsize, iter = 0. 

Iter>itermax 

Update p and v. 

Satisfy constraints using Repair algorithm and calculate 

fitness. 

Update pbest for each particle and gbest. 

Iter = Iter + 1 

Stop 

Solution = gbest. 

Randomly generate p and v. Satisfy constraints using Repair algorithm. 

Calculate fitness. pbest = p. Find gbest. 
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 Test Results and Future Work 
 

In the previous chapter, we discussed a hybrid BPSO and greedy search technique for solving the 

proposed PMU placement technique for a practical system with multiple voltage levels. Here, we 

will be applying that method to the various standard test systems modified to demonstrate the 

application of our method. Also, the shortcomings of the proposed work would be discussed 

along with the scope for improvement. 

5.1 Results and Discussion 

The modifications done to each standard test system are shown and the results for the proposed 

optimal PMU installation problem are presented. These are then compared with the ones 

obtained for the conventional problem of minimizing the number of devices (bus) deployed in 

order to show demonstrate the economic losses incurred in terms of more number of substations 

being covered. The parameters for the optimization are given in Table 5-1 for different test 

systems. Multiple runs of the algorithm are done and the mean time to reach minima is 

computed. Also, the effectiveness of the proposed repair algorithm is demonstrated by 

comparing its mean time with that of the most commonly used repair algorithm which involves 

randomly adding PMU’s to a particle iteratively to satisfy constraints, starting with the same set 

of initial solutions. The machine used for simulations is a 2.4 GHz, Intel I7, 8 GB RAM. 

 

Table 5-1 Optimization parameters 

Test System Population 

size 

Max 

iterations 

c1,c2,w Number of 

runs 

IEEE 14 Bus 10 100 2,2,linearly 0.9 to 0.4   100 
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IEEE 30 Bus 10 200 2,2,linearly 0.9 to 0.4 100 

VEPCO (700+ 

Buses) 

50 1000 2,2,linearly 0.9 to 0.4 10 

 

5.1.1 Modified IEEE 14 Bus System 

The standard IEEE-14 bus system is modified into the type of system that is suitable for this 

problem. The modified system is shown in Figure 5.1. Buses 1-5 belong to one voltage level, while 

buses 6-14 belong to a different voltage level. The transformer between buses 4 and 7 is 

removed. Substation A which consists of buses 5 and 6 and Substation B which consists of buses 

4 and 9 are multiple voltage level substations. The rest of the buses are single voltage level 

switchyards. Bus 7 is the ZI bus. The results for the proposed PMU placement aimed at minimizing 

the substations covered are listed in Table 5-2 along with those for the conventional OPP problem 

aimed at minimizing the number of devices (busses with PMU’s). Both the cases have the 

constraint of unknown transformer tap settings. It can easily been from the results obtained that 

minimizing the number of busses/devices with PMUs installed and number of substation 

locations with installation are conflicting objectives. Minimizing the number of devices can lead 

to more number of installations being required (in our example, 3) but lesser number of devices. 

However, the true goal is to indirectly minimize the cost by minimizing the substation 

installations and thus this result would be undesirable since it can be done in lesser number of 

installations(2) as given by the result in the first row. The difference here may be of only one 

substation installation but this actually translates to a large amount of money. It is also evident 

from Table 5-2 that the substations which can see across multiple voltage levels (subst A and B) 

are automatically preferred for installations. 

If we want to minimize the total cost in terms of number of devices as well as number of 

installations in order to better represent the actual cost incurred in the process, the results 
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obtained would be a tradeoff between the 2 solutions obtained depending on the weights given 

to installation costs over device costs based on their true costs in dollars.  

The results obtained when installations at Substation B are not possible are shown in Table 5-3. It 

can be noticed here that as the grouping of buses on which PMUs are allowed to be placed starts 

decreasing, the optimal number of substation locations for PMU placement approaches the 

solution for traditional optimal PMU allocation. 

 

Here it can also be seen that the mean time to reach optimal solution for our proposed repair 

algorithm was lesser than the random repair which demonstrates the effectiveness of repair 

algorithm in accelerating the search. As discussed before, our repair algorithm takes repair 

decisions by not taking into account the property of zero injection busses to enhance 

observability and also treats transformer branches as absence of connection. Since our system 

as only 1 zero injection bus, the repair algorithm repairs the initial particle with no PMU’s (all 

zeros) into something very close to global optima thus the overall optimization converges in 1 

iteration when minimizing our proposed objective function.  

 

Table 5-2 Results for modified IEEE 14 Bus with all installations possible 

Objective Solution 
No of 

Buses 

No of 

Substations 

t rand 
repair(s) 

t 
proposed 
repair(s) 

Min. Buses (Conventional) Buses: 2,6,9  3 3 0.2028 0.0486 

Min. Substations (Proposed) 
Sub A(5,6), Sub 

B(4,9) 
4 2 

0.0668 0.0104 

 

 

Table 5-3 Results for modified IEEE 14 Bus with installations at Substation B not possible 

Objective Solution 
No of 

Buses 

No of 

Substations 

Min. Buses (Conventional) 2,7,11,13 4 4 

Min. Substations (Proposed) 2,7,11,13 4 4 
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Figure 5.1  Modified IEEE 14 Bus 

 

5.1.2 Modified IEEE 30 Bus System 

The system is modified shown in Figure 5.2 and now comprises of 3 voltage levels as given in 

Table 5-4. There are 4 two winding transformers coupling the busses 4-12, 6-9, 6-10 and 27-28. 

Substations 21 and 24 are the ones where PMU installations won’t be practical. The dual use line 

relays which also act as line PMU’s are on the lines connecting busses 9-11 on 9 side, 29-27 on 

29 side, 30-27 on 30 side, 26-25 on 26 side, 15-14 on 15 side, 8-28 on 8 side and 2-5 on 2 side. 

There are PMU installations at substations 2, 5 and 26 owing to the deployment process in the 

past. Lines connecting the busses 12-14 and 15-23 are critical lines. Busses 5,6,9,11,25 and 28 are 

zero injection busses. The system here is modified in a special way which will be reflected in the 

results. 

In Table 5-5, the results are obtained for the system with both zero injection busses modelled and 

not modelled.  In this system, the zero injection busses don’t lead to an overall decrease in 
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substation coverage for installation due to their locations in the system. This is because not 

modelling them would only lead to an apparent loss in observability of substation 18/bus 24 

which can be made observable by changing the chosen substations from 12,15 to 16,19.  A 

peculiar thing seen here is that if the zero injection busses are modelled in this system, the results 

obtained in terms of optimal substations chosen for installations are same for both the objective 

functions (minimize locations and minimize devices). The reason for this is that if zero injection 

busses are modelled, the line relays and PMU’s already present in the system would lead to 

observability of V1(red) and V3(blue) voltage level sub networks. In the Figure 5.2, one can easily 

see that if the zero injection busses (specifically bus 5) were not there, the only bus left 

unobserved amongst all the busses of V1 and V3 voltage levels would have been bus 7 with the 

network untouched(observability due to prior installations in the system). Now, when the zero 

injection busses are modelled, we are making sure owing to the prior installations that V1 and 

V3 sub networks are fully observed and thus our problem reduces to optimal PMU installations 

in the V2 network. Now in this network, the concept of minimum substation locations or busses 

would be totally same since each location has only 1 green bus and so would the final results for 

optimal placement set for both objective functions. However, when the zero injection busses are 

not modelled, both the objective functions again get distinguished from each other which is 

evident in Table 5-5.  This can also be seen from the computational time being similar for both the 

objective functions. 

We also obtain the results (Table 5-6) for the same system but with all the prior measurements 

(line relays and old PMU’s) and zero injection busses not modelled. We see that removing the 

prior measurements leads to a difference between both the objective functions. There is a 

decrease in number of substations chosen for installation by 1 over the conventional objective 

function. Also there is an overall increase (7 vs 4) in the number of substations required to have 

installations after removing prior measurements which is expected. However, this number 

depends on how spread out (in terms of number of uncommon quantities measured) the 

previous measurement devices are in the system. With regard to the computational time, we see 

that there is an overall increase in it over the previous case because of larger number of 
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prospective options to install PMU’s at when repairing each particle. In both the cases we see 

that our repair algorithm accelerates the overall optimization. 

 

Table 5-4 Modified IEEE 30 Bus 

Voltage  Busses No of Busses  Substations 

V1 1-8,28 9 1-7,22,26 

V2 10,12-27,29,30 19 6,7,9-25 

V3 9,11 2 7,8 

 

 

Table 5-5 Results for modified IEEE 30 Bus w/old measurements 

Objectiv

e 

w/zero injection  w/o zero injection   

Solution 

No 

of 

Buss

es  

No of 

Substati

ons 

t rand 
repair
(s) 

t 
propos
ed 
repair(
s) 

Solution 

No 

of 

Buss

es  

No of 

Substati

ons 

Min # of  

Substations 

(Proposed) 

Subst 

6,7,15,12 
7 4 

2.08 0.0342 Subst 

6,7,16,19 

7 4 

Min # of 

Devices 

(Conventio

nal) 

Busses 

10,12,15,

18 

4 4 

2.129 0.0415 Busses 

5,10,12,18

,23 

5 5 

 

 

Table 5-6 Results for modified IEEE 30 Bus w/o old measurements 

Objective 

w/o zero injection 

Solution 
No of 

Busses  

No of 

Substations 

t rand 
repair(s) 

t proposed 
repair(s) 
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Minimize # of  

Substations 

(Proposed) 

Sub- 

2,6,7,17,19,22,23 

 

11 7 

3.9523 1.7979 

Minimize # of 

Devices 

(Conventional) 

Busses-1,2,6,9,10    

12,18,23,26,27 
10 8 

3.3735 1.5888 
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Figure 5.2 Modified IEEE 30 Bus 
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5.1.3 VEPCO System 

The proposed algorithm was applied on the VEPCO system for the complete observability 115 kV 

and above networks. After reducing the system according to the rules discussed in chapter 3, 

there were basically 650 substations. The number of reduced busses were 753 in the VEPCO area 

while 32 in the neighboring areas directly connected to the one or more in VEPCO. There were 

866 non transformer branches and 79 two winding transformers left after reduction. There were 

89 busses corresponding to 77 substations which lacked high speed communication and thus 

could not be chosen for PMU installations. 180 zero injection busses were found by removing the 

list of all the busses with injections (generations, loads, coupled to voltage level not under study, 

etc.). Owing to the previous large scale deployment of PMU’s in the 500 kV network, it was known 

beforehand that all the bus voltages and line currents were observed in that sub network. It was 

also planned that 90 dual use line relays would be deployed during the installation period. 

However, the data corresponding to their specific locations could not be obtained and thus these 

were taken to be distributed randomly. In this problem, VEPCO desires to measure the tie line 

flows which have an inherent importance in observing the effect of neighbors on their system 

and thus tie lines are taken as critical lines. It is obvious here that the valid installation options 

for PMUs would only include the substations owned by VEPCO and not the neighbor for satisfying 

the critical line constraint.  

The results obtained for this system in the absence of dual use line relays deployed are shown in 

Table 5-7. As seen before for smaller systems, it is clearly evident for this system that minimizing 

the devices would have resulted in a larger number of substations (221 as opposed to 203) being 

covered for installations which would incur heavy costs. Also it can be seen that the absence of 

zero injection busses would result in visiting more number of substations (233) which 

demonstrates the utility of those bus types and the value of a synchrophasor-only state 

estimator.  

We also obtained the results (shown in Table 5-8) for the same system but with a set 90, randomly 

deployed dual use line relays throughout the network. It is a known fact that these relays offer 
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an augmentation to the observability of the network just like PMU’s. This is clearly reflected in 

the results where for the current distribution of line relays, only 179 substations required PMU 

installations for complete observability as opposed to a much larger number of 203 substations 

in the absence of these devices. This reduction in the optimal number of substations depends 

totally on the number as well as the pattern in which they are deployed in the network. It may 

also happen in some systems that these relays don’t even influence the optimal PMU placement 

set (for example if they are present in parts of the network which are already observed owing to 

the previous deployment and thus the observability offered by these would just lead to 

redundancy and not help increase observability of the part of the network chosen for new 

installations). It was also seen that in order to accelerate the optimization considerably with the 

help of repair algorithm, one of the initial particles should be set to all zeroes (representing no 

PMU installations in the system). As seen from Table 5-8, the proposed algorithm provides a huge 

saving in time to find the global optima. It should be noted that for PMU placement in the VEPCO 

system, there were multiple local minima and the algorithm had to be restarted at times due to 

premature convergence. The mean time reported is for the successful runs. 

 

Table 5-7 Results for reduced VEPCO system w/o dual purpose relays 

Objective 
w/zero injection w/o zero injection 

No of Busses No of Substations No of Busses No of Substations 

Minimize 

Substations 
266 203 299 233 

Minimize 

Busses with 

PMU’s 

244 221 277 251 

 

 

Table 5-8 Results for reduced VEPCO system w/ 90 dual purpose relays, w/zero injection 

Objective 
No of 

Busses 

No of 

Substations 

t rand repair 

(min) 

t proposed repair 

(min) 
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Minimize 

Substations 
241 179 

88 47 

Minimize Busses 

with PMU’s 
213 193 

 

 

5.2 Conclusion 

Since the substation installation costs is considered to be much larger than the cost of the devices 

to measured everything in the substation, the number of substations in which PMU’s are to be 

installed is the main contributor to the real cost, and therefore, minimizing the number of busses 

with PMU’s would not represent an optimal solution as done traditionally.  Due to multiple sub 

networks belonging to different voltage levels coupled through transformers as well as the 

absence of one or more voltage levels in most substations, the locations for optimal installations 

may be widely different for the two types of problems. Thus a method using Binary version of 

PSO for optimizing the number of substations with installations was proposed to make the 

network fully observable while satisfying other constraints like critical measurements, prohibitive 

installation, and upgrading of line relays to digital (dual use line relay & PMU) devices. Results 

obtained for standard IEEE systems demonstrated the ability of the proposed approach in 

handling the various constraints. It was observed that for the standard systems the global optima 

was reached extremely fast in comparison to the conventional random repair. This was due to 

the implementation of a greedy inspired repair algorithm which resulted in an inherent 

optimization of the objective function thereby making the overall BPSO much faster. The method 

was finally implemented on a large scale system of DVP. The results obtained clearly showed the 

fundamental difference between the objective function of the conventional OPP and the 

proposed problem as well as a considerable reduction in computation time by the proposed 

algorithm.  
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5.3 Future Work 

A key assumption in the current work is that of all measurements being done in a substation 

visited. However in reality it is not true and thus a constraint to include the maximum number of 

measurements possible in a substation in the given time horizon would be included in the future 

work. Also the modeling of cost which was taken purely to be the number of substations would 

be one that includes an itemized breakdown of the deployment cost, including but not limited to 

PMU and PDC device cost, labor cost, cost of the planned outage, etc. This would require the 

repair algorithm to be modified by either weighing the desired choices for new installations 

according to the objective function which would be the weighted sum of each item comprising 

the cost, weighed according to their relative values. This would provide a truly cost optimized 

solution but may yield a work plan which is tedious and difficult to follow. Therefore, there is still 

an inherent value in the simplicity of the assumptions in this work. Another approach still 

unexplored is treating the constraints as soft constraints in BPSO by using a penalty function for 

violation. This would ensure a guaranteed solution even if the system is infeasible (one or more 

constraints cannot be satisfied for sure).  
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Appendix 

 

A. Network Reduction MATLAB Code for VEPCO System(Input 

data in EMS format) 

 

Data preprocessing VEPCO system 

function 

[vep_subbus,sub,zero_inj,x_notallowed,crit_voltage,crit_line,b_500,l_500,nb_vep,nb,nl,nx,fb

,tb,fbx,tbx] = data4red() 

% Data for reduced system (only 500 kV, 230 kV, 138 kV & 115 kV) 

des_volt = {'''500''','''230''','''138''','''115'''}; % voltage levels under study 

[~,subid]=xlsread('substid.xlsx'); % substation ID's 

[~,subbus]=xlsread('substbus.xlsx'); % all busses in EMS 

[~,linseg]=xlsread('lineseg.xlsx'); % all line segments 

[~,load] = xlsread('load.xlsx'); % busses with loads 

[~,gen] = xlsread('gen.xlsx'); % gen status at different busses 

[~,trans] = xlsread('trans.xlsx'); % transformers in terms of substation name, sending end and 

receiving end voltage 

sub_notallowed = {'''ALLIED'''  '''BEARSKIN''' '''CARVER''' '''CHAPARAL''' '''CLARKVIL''' 

'''COGENTRX''' '''DOMINION''' '''EMPORIA''' '''HALLBRAN''' '''HANOVER''' '''HULLSTR''' 

'''IRONBRID''' '''KERRDAM''' '''KEVLAR''' '''LANCASTR''' '''MANCHSTR''' '''PLAZA''' '''POE''' 

'''RIVERRD''' '''SHACKLFD''' '''STHWEST''' '''SPRUANCE''' '''TYLER''' '''WAVERLY''' '''BOYKINS''' 

'''COLONY''' '''DAVISCNR''' '''ELIZRIV''' '''GRAFTON''' '''GREENRUN''' '''GRTBRIDG''' '''HICKORY''' 

'''KINGSMIL''' '''LAKINGMN''' '''MCLAUGH''' '''OAKWOOD''' '''PENDLETN''' '''THALIA''' 

'''THOLEST''' '''UNIONCMP''' '''WTKINSCR''' '''ANNANDAL''' '''BIRCHWD''' '''CANNONBR''' 

'''CIA''' '''CLIFTON''' '''CRYSTAL''' '''GALLWSRD''' '''GODWINDP''' '''GUMSPRNG''' '''KEENMILL''' 

'''STJOHNS''' '''TYSONS''' '''VANDORN''' '''BATTLEBO''' '''ELIZBETH''' '''EVERETTS''' '''MACKEYS''' 
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'''NUCOR''' '''ROVALLEY''' '''TUNIS''' '''WEYERHSR''' '''BARRCKRD''' '''CASHCNDP''' 

'''COVINGTN''' '''CROZET''' '''CULPEPER''' '''DUPWAYNE''' '''EASTMILL''' '''FRTROYAL''' 

'''FUDGEHOL''' '''GOSHEN''' '''GROTTOES''' '''SHERWOOD''' '''STAUNTON''' '''SKIMMER''' 

'''STUDRAFT'''};  % prohibited substation names 

x_notallowed =[]; % bus nums with installation not possible 

crit_line = []; % critical line numbers 

zero_inj = []; % zero injection bus numbers 

nonzero_inj=[]; % buses not zero injection 

vep_sub = subid(strmatch('''VEPCO''',subid(:,2),'exact'),:); % vepco substations (subid(:,2) is 

column of area names) 

vep_sub = vep_sub(:,4); % [substation name] 

vep_trans = trans(strmatch('''VEPCO''',trans(:,2),'exact'),:); % vepco transformers 

vep_trans = vep_trans(:,[4,6,7]); % [substation name, LV,HV] 

%+++++++++++++++++ Filtering out buses of desired voltage +++++++++++++++++++% 

subbus_temp = []; 

for k = 1:length(subbus) 

if ~isempty(strmatch(subbus(k,4),des_volt, 'exact')) % Filter out busses in EMS with voltage 

level as that under study 

subbus_temp = [subbus_temp;subbus(k,:)]; 

end 

end 

subbus = subbus_temp; 

%++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

++% 

%+++++++++++++++++++++++Filtering out VEPCO busses from desired volt 

busses++++++++++++++++++ 

vep_subbus=[]; 

for k = 1:length(vep_sub) 
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vep_subbus = [vep_subbus;subbus(strmatch(vep_sub(k),subbus(:,3), 'exact'),:)]; % VEPCO 

buses of desired voltage 

end 

%++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

++++++++++++++++++ 

%----Clubbing buses with same substation and voltage level and numbering-------% 

k=1; 

iter=1; 

bus = zeros(length(vep_subbus(:,1)),1); 

bus(1) = 1; 

while k<=length(vep_subbus(:,1)) 

if bus(k)==0 

temp = intersect(strmatch(vep_subbus(k,3),vep_subbus(:,3), 

'exact'),strmatch(vep_subbus(k,4),vep_subbus(:,4), 'exact')); % first strmatch find busses with 

same temp = bus(temp(1)); 

if temp~=0 

bus(k) = temp; 

else 

iter = iter+1; 

bus(k) = iter; 

end 

end 

k = k+1; 

end 

nb = max(bus); 

nb_vep=nb; 

%------------------------------------------------------------------------% 

vep_subbus = vep_subbus(:,[3,2,4]); % restructuring into [bus name,bus id,voltage] 

subbus = subbus(:,[3,2,4]); 
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vep_subbus = [vep_subbus,num2cell(bus)]; % appending reduced bus numbers - [bus 

name,bus id,voltage,busnumber] 

vep_linseg = linseg(:,[3,5:8]); % restructuring lines into - vepco line segments [Line id, fb 

name, fb id, tb name, tb id] 

nl = length(vep_linseg(:,1)); 

% ################Numbering ends of line############################## 

% This part puts fb no and tb no for each line based on reduced bus nos 

%Principle- If from bus is in VEPCO area, find the bus number allotted to 

%it else give a new bus number and search for the details of this bus in 

%neighboring area and add it to busses under study in same format 

k = 1; 

for j = 1:nl 

if ~(((isempty(intersect(strmatch(vep_linseg(j,2),vep_subbus(:,1), 

'exact'),strmatch(vep_linseg(j,3),vep_subbus(:,2), 

'exact'))))&&(isempty(intersect(strmatch(vep_% Numbering for From bus 

if not(isempty(intersect(strmatch(vep_linseg(j,2),vep_subbus(:,1), 

'exact'),strmatch(vep_linseg(j,3),vep_subbus(:,2), 'exact')))) % If from bus is a bus in 

VEPCO(fb(k,1) = vep_subbus(intersect(strmatch(vep_linseg(j,2),vep_subbus(:,1), 

'exact'),strmatch(vep_linseg(j,3),vep_subbus(:,2), 'exact')),4); % fb no is reduced else 

% Fb not in VEPCO area 

nb = nb+1; % fb is added to busses under study with new bus number 

fb(k,1)=num2cell(nb); 

volt = subbus(intersect(strmatch(vep_linseg(j,2),subbus(:,1), 

'exact'),strmatch(vep_linseg(j,3),subbus(:,2), 'exact')),3); % voltage of fb is found from 

crit_line = [crit_line,k]; % Since fb is in neighboring area, its a critical line stored as [fb no, tb 

no] 

vep_subbus = [vep_subbus;[vep_linseg(j,2),vep_linseg(j,3),volt,fb(k,1)]]; % New bus(fb) 

added to area under study in same format 

end 
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% Numbering To bus(same logic used as done for fb) 

if not(isempty(intersect(strmatch(vep_linseg(j,4),vep_subbus(:,1), 

'exact'),strmatch(vep_linseg(j,5),vep_subbus(:,2), 'exact')))) 

tb(k,1) = vep_subbus(intersect(strmatch(vep_linseg(j,4),vep_subbus(:,1), 

'exact'),strmatch(vep_linseg(j,5),vep_subbus(:,2), 'exact')),4); 

else 

nb = nb+1; % tb added to area under study 

tb(k,1)=num2cell(nb); 

crit_line = [crit_line,k]; % Tie line so critical [fb,tb] 

volt = subbus(intersect(strmatch(vep_linseg(j,4),subbus(:,1), 

'exact'),strmatch(vep_linseg(j,5),subbus(:,2), 'exact')),3); 

vep_subbus = [vep_subbus;[vep_linseg(j,4),vep_linseg(j,5),volt,tb(k,1)]]; % New bus added to 

area under study 

end 

k=k+1; 

end 

end 

% ################################################################### 

fb = cell2mat(fb); 

tb = cell2mat(tb); 

crit_fb_tb = unique([fb(crit_line),tb(crit_line)], 'rows'); % Remove duplicacies , list unique 

critical lines 

% ############Buses with injections ( Load and 

Gen)################################# 

% Load buses...... 

vep_load = load(strmatch('''VEPCO''',load(:,3),'exact'),:); % vepco loads 

vep_load = vep_load(:,[5,6]); % [bus name,bus_id] 

for j = 1:length(vep_load(:,1)) 
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temp_ld = intersect(strmatch(vep_load(j,1),vep_subbus(:,1), 

'exact'),strmatch(vep_load(j,2),vep_subbus(:,2), 'exact')); 

if not(isempty(temp_ld)) 

load_no(1,j) = (vep_subbus(temp_ld,4)); % bus number of the load is appended to load_no 

array 

end 

end 

vep_load = [num2cell(transpose(load_no))]; % [ bus number of all the busses with loads] 

% Generator buses 

vep_gen=[]; 

for k = 1:length(vep_sub) 

vep_gen = [vep_gen;gen(strmatch(vep_sub(k),gen(:,3), 'exact'),:)]; % generator buses in 

VEPCO region 

end 

vep_gen = vep_gen(:,[3,2,4,5]); %[ bus name,bus_id,volt,flag] 

vep_gen = vep_gen(strmatch('T',vep_gen(:,4),'exact'),[1,2,3]); %[ bus name, bus_id, volt] % if 

gen status is T, bus with generations 

for j = 1:length(vep_gen(:,1)) 

temp_gd = intersect(strmatch(vep_gen(j,1),vep_subbus(:,1), 

'exact'),strmatch(vep_gen(j,2),vep_subbus(:,2), 'exact')); 

if not(isempty(temp_gd)) 

gen_no(1,j) = (vep_subbus(temp_gd,4)); % bus number of generator bus 

end 

end 

vep_gen = [num2cell(transpose(gen_no))]; %[bus number of generator busses] 

nonzero_inj = [load_no,gen_no]; % Load and generator buses are non zero injections 

%##########################################################################

################# 

% ##################Collapse into substations ######################### 
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vep_subbus = vep_subbus(:,[1,3,4]); % [Substation name, voltage, number] 

temp1=[]; 

for j = 1:nb 

temp=find(cell2mat(vep_subbus(:,3))==j); 

temp1 = [temp1;setdiff(temp,temp(1))]; 

end 

vep_subbus(temp1,:)=[]; % Remove duplicacies in busses with same voltage level and 

substation 

%Note- Now vep_subbus is reduced bus data of the form- [Substation name, Voltagelevel, 

Bus number]% 

% Collapse parallel lines 

vep_linseg = unique([fb,tb],'rows'); % Unique [ fb number, tb number] 

% Remove lines in same substation and same voltage 

internal = []; 

for k = 1:length(vep_linseg(:,1)) 

if (vep_linseg(k,1)==vep_linseg(k,2)) % If from bus and to bus reduced numbers are same 

internal = [internal,k]; % contains line numbers of lines with same fb and tb no 

end 

end 

vep_linseg(internal,:)=[]; % lines within same substation and same voltage(same fb and tb 

number) removed 

nl = length(vep_linseg(:,1)); 

fb = vep_linseg(:,1); 

tb = vep_linseg(:,2); 

%##################################################################### 

% ######################Numbering transformer ends#################### 

k=1; 

% If transformer has any of the end not in substation bus and other end in substation bus 

then that substation bus is non zero injection 
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for j = 1:length(vep_trans) 

tempx=vep_subbus(strmatch(vep_trans(j,1),vep_subbus(:,1), 'exact'),:); % list of substation 

buses where Xmer is 

if (~isempty(strmatch(vep_trans(j,2),tempx(:,2), 

'exact')))&&(isempty(strmatch(vep_trans(j,3),tempx(:,2), 'exact'))) 

nonzero_inj = [nonzero_inj,cell2mat(tempx(strmatch(vep_trans(j,2),tempx(:,2), 'exact'),3))]; 

elseif (isempty(strmatch(vep_trans(j,2),tempx(:,2), 

'exact')))&&(~isempty(strmatch(vep_trans(j,3),tempx(:,2), 'exact'))) 

nonzero_inj = [nonzero_inj,cell2mat(tempx(strmatch(vep_trans(j,3),tempx(:,2), 'exact'),3))]; 

elseif (~isempty(strmatch(vep_trans(j,2),tempx(:,2), 

'exact')))&&(~isempty(strmatch(vep_trans(j,3),tempx(:,2), 'exact'))) 

fbx(k,1)=cell2mat(tempx(strmatch(vep_trans(j,2),tempx(:,2), 'exact'),3)); % fb of xmer 

tbx(k,1)=cell2mat(tempx(strmatch(vep_trans(j,3),tempx(:,2), 'exact'),3)); % tb of xmer 

k=k+1; 

end 

end 

% Collapse parallel transformers(between same bus numbers) 

vep_trans = unique([fbx,tbx], 'rows'); % [ fb number, tb number] 

nx = length(vep_trans(:,1)); 

fbx=vep_trans(:,1); 

tbx=vep_trans(:,2); 

%##################################################################### 

crit_line=[];% Critical lines requiring direct measurements 

% Critical lines 

for j = 1:length(crit_fb_tb) 

crit_line = [crit_line,intersect(find(fb==crit_fb_tb(j,1)),find(tb==crit_fb_tb(j,2)))]; % Critical 

line numbers 

end 
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crit_line = setdiff(crit_line,intersect(find(fb>nb_vep),find(tb>nb_vep))); % critical lines are 

with fb or tb not in VEPCO but not both external to VEPCO 

% fb/tb>nb_vep is that bus number > no of busses in VEPCO meaning external area bus 

% Zero injection 

nonzero_inj = transpose(unique(transpose(cell2mat(nonzero_inj)), 'rows')); 

zero_inj = setdiff(1:nb_vep,nonzero_inj); 

% Critical voltages 

crit_voltage =[]; % Critical substations requiring direct measurement 

% VEPCO 500 kV buses 

temp = vep_subbus(1:nb_vep,:); 

b_500 = transpose(cell2mat(temp(strmatch( '''500''',temp(:,2),'exact'),3))); %[ 500 kV bus 

nos] 

intersect(strmatch('''500''',vep_subbus(fb,2),'exact'),strmatch('''500''',vep_subbus(tb,2),'exac

t')) 

% VEPCO 500 kV lines 

l_500=transpose(intersect(strmatch( 

'''500''',vep_subbus(fb,2),'exact'),strmatch('''500''',vep_subbus(tb,2),'exact'))); % [ 500 kV 

lines] fb and tb both 500 kV 

% Giving each bus the substation number it belongs to 

k=1; 

iter=1; 

sub(1,1)=1; 

temp = vep_subbus(1,1); % first substation name is given number 1 

for k=2:nb_vep % all busses under study are traversed 

if (isempty(strmatch(vep_subbus(k,1),temp, 'exact'))) % if substation id of current bus not in 

the list of subs already explored till now 

iter=iter+1; 

temp=[temp,vep_subbus(k,1)]; 

sub(1,k)=iter; 
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else 

sub(1,k)=strmatch(vep_subbus(k,1),temp, 'exact'); 

end 

end 

% Prohibited busses 

for j = 1:length(sub_notallowed) 

x_notallowed = [x_notallowed;strmatch(sub_notallowed(j),vep_subbus(:,1), 'exact')]; 

end 

x_notallowed = (x_notallowed)'; % bus nos of busses belonging to prohibited substations 

 

B. MATLAB implementation of solution methodology 

PSO 

function [xgbest,gbest] = 

pmupsotest2(popsize,iterations,c1,c2,sub,zero_inj,old_line_relay,old_pmu,x_notallowed,crit

_voltage,%-----------Key------------- 

% xgbest = optimal pmu placement 

% gbest = min substations 

% sub = [substation number array bus wise] 

% zero_inj = zero injection bus numbers 

% old_line_relay = [line no;from end(1)/to end(2)]; 

% old_pmu = [bus number] 

% x_notallowed = [bus no's where PMU installations are not possible] 

% crit_voltage = [bus no] 

% crit_line = [line no] 

% b_500 = 500 kV bus no 

% l_500 = 500 kV line nos 

%--------------------------- 

%--------Changing older placement data to old measurements----------------------- 
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p_m_old = zeros(1,nb+2*nl+2*nx); % measurement vector 

p_m_old(:,[b_500,nb+l_500,nb+nl+l_500],:) = 1; % 500 kV totally observed(measurement 

status of those set to 1) 

if (length(old_line_relay)~=0) 

temp = old_line_relay(1,old_line_relay(2,:)==1); % Line numbers with relay at from end 

p_m_old(nb+temp)=1; % Current measured at fb 

p_m_old(fb(temp)) = 1; % Voltage measured at fb 

temp = old_line_relay(1,old_line_relay(2,:)==2); % Line numbers with relay at from end 

p_m_old(nb+nl+temp)=1; % Current measured at tb 

p_m_old(tb(temp)) = 1; % Voltage measured at tb 

end 

p_m_old(old_pmu)=1; % Voltage of bus with PMU measured 

for j = 1:length(old_pmu) 

p_m_old(nb+find(fb==old_pmu(j)))=1; % Fb current from PMU bus known 

p_m_old(nb+nl+find(tb==old_pmu(j)))=1; % Tb current from PMU bus known 

p_m_old(nb+2*nl+find(fbx==old_pmu(j)))=1; % Transformer branch currents from side 

p_m_old(nb+2*nl+nx+find(tbx==old_pmu(j)))=1; % Transformer branch currents to side 

end 

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

%Initial population 

x = round(rand(popsize,nb_vep)); % particle 

v = round(rand(size(x))); % velocity 

x(1,:)=zeros(1,nb_vep); % first particle is all zeros 

% Modify according to constraints 

x=obsconstrainttest2(x,sub,crit_voltage,crit_line,x_notallowed,p_m_old,zero_inj,nb_vep,nb,

nl,nx,fb,tb,fbx,tbx); % repair 

if (~isempty(x_notallowed)) 

v(:,x_notallowed)=0; % velocity at not allowed bit should be 0 so no change happens 

end 
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% Elite update 

fitness = fitpmutest2(x,sub); % fitness of every particle stored in array 

pbest=fitness; % personal best fitness 

xpbest = x; % personal best particle 

gbest=min(pbest); % global best fitness 

elite = find(pbest==gbest); 

xgbest=xpbest(elite(1),:); % global best particle 

iter = 0; 

% ############Optimization begins############# 

while (iter<=iterations) 

w=.4+.5*(iterations-iter)/iterations; 

v=c1*rand(size(x)).*(repmat(xgbest,popsize,1)-x)+c2*rand(size(x)).*(xpbest-x)+w*v; 

if (~isempty(x_notallowed)) 

v(:,x_notallowed)=0; 

end 

sigmoid=1./(1+exp(-v)); % compress it between -1 and 1 

x=rand(size(x))<sigmoid; % convert to binary 

% Modify according to constraints 

x=obsconstrainttest2(x,sub,crit_voltage,crit_line,x_notallowed,p_m_old,zero_inj,nb_vep,nb,

nl,nx,fb,tb,fbx,tbx); 

fitness=fitpmutest2(x,sub); % evaluate fitness 

%Elite update 

for z = 1:popsize 

if (fitness(z)<pbest(z)) % if fitness value for a particle < its pbest, update pbest 

pbest(z)=fitness(z); 

xpbest(z,:)=x(z,:); 

end 

end 

gbest=min(pbest); % global best fitness is the min fitness function so far 
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elite = find(pbest==gbest); 

xgbest=xpbest(elite(1),:); % updating global best particle 

iter=iter+1 

gbest 

end 

 

Observability array 

function [bus_obs,p_m] = unobstest3(xstep,p_m_old,zero_inj,nb_vep,nb,nl,nx,fb,tb,fbx,tbx) 

% Key 

% bus_obs = observability status of busses 

% p_m = observability status of busses and lines 

popsize = length(xstep(:,1)); 

p_m = p_m_old; % initial measurement status set to old measurement status 

p_m(:,1:nb_vep)=xstep+p_m(:,1:nb_vep)>0; % voltage measurement set to 1 for busses with 

PMU 

pre_m = zeros(size(p_m)); 

% -------------------DIRECT MEASUREMENTS---------------------------- 

%..............PMU measurement.......................... 

for p = 1:popsize 

index = find(xstep(p,:)==1); % find all bus numbers of PMU 

for j = 1:length(index) 

p_m(p,nb+find(fb==index(j)))=1; % Fb current from PMU bus known 

p_m(p,nb+nl+find(tb==index(j)))=1; % Tb current from PMU bus known 

p_m(p,nb+2*nl+find(fbx==index(j)))=1; % Transformer branch currents from side 

p_m(p,nb+2*nl+nx+find(tbx==index(j)))=1; % Transformer branch currents to side 

end 

end 

% ...................Pseudo measurements............................ 

for p = 1:popsize 
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count=0; 

while(count<=2) 

pre_m(p,:) = p_m(p,:); 

for j = 1:nl 

if (p_m(p,tb(j))+ p_m(p,fb(j))+p_m(p,nb+j)+p_m(p,nb+nl+j)>=2)&&(p_m(p,tb(j))+ 

p_m(p,fb(j))+p_m(p,tb(j))=1; 

p_m(p,fb(j))=1; 

p_m(p,nb+j)=1; 

p_m(p,nb+nl+j)=1; 

end 

end 

for j = 1:nx 

if (p_m(p,fbx(j))+p_m(p,tbx(j))+p_m(p,nb+2*nl+nx+j)+ p_m(p,nb+2*nl+j)==3) 

p_m(p,fbx(j))=1; 

p_m(p,tbx(j))=1; 

p_m(p,nb+2*nl+nx+j)=1; 

p_m(p,nb+2*nl+j)=1; 

end 

end 

% ................................................................... 

% ---------------------Zero injection bus----------------------------- 

for j = 1:length(zero_inj) 

temp_fb = find(fb==zero_inj(j)); % line nos with zero inj as fb 

temp_tb = find(tb==zero_inj(j)); % line nos with zero inj as tb 

temp_fbx = find(fbx==zero_inj(j)); % transformer with zero inj as fb 

temp_tbx = find(tbx==zero_inj(j)); % transformer with zero inj as tb 

if 

(p_m(p,zero_inj(j))==0)&(isempty(temp_fbx))&(isempty(temp_tbx))&(p_m(p,[transpose(fb(te

mp_p_m(p,zero_inj(j))=1; 
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end 

temp = [nb+(temp_fb)',nb+nl+(temp_tb)',nb+2*nl+(temp_fbx)',nb+2*nl+nx+(temp_tbx)']; 

if(length(find(p_m(p,temp)==0))==1) % only one of the branch is unobserved 

p_m(p,temp)=1; 

end 

end 

if (max(abs(pre_m(p,:)-p_m(p,:)))==0) 

count=count+1; 

end 

end 

end 

% .................................................................... 

bus_obs = p_m(:,1:nb_vep); % status of observability of VEPCO buses 

Input argument "xstep" is undefined. 

Error in ==> unobstest3 at 7 

popsize = length(xstep(:,1)); 

 

Repair Algorithm 

function y = 

obsconstrainttest2(x,sub,crit_voltage,crit_line,x_notallowed,p_m_old,zero_inj,nb_vep,nb,nl,

nx,fb,tb,fbx,tbx) 

y = x; % x is matrix of all particles 

popsize = length(x(:,1)); 

% Installations removed at prohibited places 

y(:,x_notallowed)=0; % set column of xnot allowed as 0 

% Substation wise installation 

y=stationinstall(y,sub); % all busses in same sub should have same PMU status 

% Ensuring Critical Elements directly measured 

for p = 1:popsize 
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% Critical voltages 

option = []; % array of substation nos in which PMU can be installed for ensuring critical 

measurements 

for k = 1:length(crit_voltage) 

instal_option = 

setdiff([crit_voltage(k),transpose(tb(tb(fb==crit_voltage(k))<=nb_vep)),transpose(fb(fb(tb==c

rit_voltage(k))<=nb_vep))],x_notallowed); 

if isempty(find(y(p,instal_option)==1)) % if there is no PMU at any of the install options 

means constraint not satisfied 

instal_option = sub(instal_option); % substation nos of install option busses 

option = [option,[instal_option;k*ones(1,length(instal_option))]]; % instal_option = [subs nos 

for critical voltage k;k] 

end 

end 

% Critical lines 

for k = 1:length(crit_line) 

instal_option =[]; 

if fb(crit_line(k))<=nb_vep 

instal_option=[instal_option,fb(crit_line(k))]; 

end 

if tb(crit_line(k))<=nb_vep 

instal_option=[instal_option,tb(crit_line(k))]; 

end 

if(~isempty(instal_option)) 

if isempty(find(y(p,instal_option)==1)) 

instal_option = sub(setdiff(instal_option,x_notallowed)); 

option = [option,[instal_option;(length(crit_voltage)+k)*ones(1,length(instal_option))]]; 

end 

end 
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end 

while (~isempty(option)) % option array contains all required substations for installations and 

corresponding critical element number 

new_instal = mode(option(1,:)); % install at most popular substation in install options 

y(p,(sub==new_instal))=1; % place PMU at all busses in the instal option substation 

out=option(2,new_instal==option(1,:)); % find all critical elemnt numbers for the given install 

option 

temp=[]; 

for j = 1:length(out) 

temp=[temp,find(option(2,:)==out(j))]; 

end 

option(:,temp)=[]; % remove the install options corresponding to critical elements satisfied 

after current installation 

end 

end 

[bus_obs,p_m] = 

unobstest3(y,repmat(p_m_old,popsize,1),zero_inj,nb_vep,nb,nl,nx,fb,tb,fbx,tbx); % find 

observabilty status of all VEPCO busses and all elements 

% Ensuring Complete observability 

for p = 1:popsize 

unobs_buses = find(bus_obs(p,:)==0); % unobserved buses for pth individual(observability 

status = 0) 

option_unob = []; % install options in terms of substation numbers 

for j = 1:length(unobs_buses) 

t_tb = transpose(tb(fb==unobs_buses(j))); % tb number of line with fb = unobs bus 

t_fb = transpose(fb(tb==unobs_buses(j))); % fb number of line with tb = unobs bus 

instal_option = 

[sub(setdiff(unobs_buses(j),x_notallowed)),sub(setdiff(t_tb(t_tb<=nb_vep),x_notallowed)),su

b(setdiff(t_fb(t_fb<=nb_vep),x_notallowed))]; 
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instal_option = setdiff(instal_option,0); % Substation numbers for observing the unobserved 

busses 

option_unob = [option_unob,[instal_option;unobs_buses(j)*ones(1,length(instal_option))]]; 

% appending install options for current unobs bus and unobs bus end 

while ~isempty(option_unob) 

new_instal = mode(option_unob(1,:)); % new installation done at most common/popular 

substations 

y(p,(sub==new_instal))=1; % install PMU at all buses in install option substation 

ystep = zeros(1,nb_vep); 

ystep(1,sub==new_instal) =1; %what new installations were done in cuerrent step 

[bus_obs(p,:),p_m(p,:)] = unobstest3(ystep,p_m(p,:),zero_inj,nb_vep,nb,nl,nx,fb,tb,fbx,tbx); 

unobs_buses = find(bus_obs(p,:)==0); % unobserved buses after new installation 

out = []; 

for k = 1:length(unobs_buses) 

out = [out,find(option_unob(2,:)==unobs_buses(k))]; 

end 

option_unob = option_unob(:,out); % update install options 

end 

end 

Input argument "x" is undefined. 

Error in ==> obsconstrainttest2 at 4 

y = x; % x is matrix of all particles 

 

 

Fitness function evaluation 

function cost = fitpmutest2(x,sub) 

% #########Fitness function evaluation############% 

nb_vep = length(x(1,:)); 

cost = 0; 
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for j=1:max(sub); 

temp=find(sub==j); % find bus nos corresponding to current substation 

cost=cost + (sum(x(:,temp),2)>0); % do OR operator of PMU status at all buses for current 

substation for each individual to get substation install status 

end 

Input argument "x" is undefined. 

Error in ==> fitpmutest2 at 4 

nb_vep = length(x(1,:)); 

 

PMU installation status of busses in same substation is same 

function y = stationinstall(x,sub) 

y=x; 

popsize = length(x(:,1)); 

for j = 1:max(sub) 

temp = find(sub==j); % find bus numbers for current substation 

for p = 1:popsize 

y(p,temp)=(length(find(y(p,temp)==1))-length(find(y(p,temp)==0)))>0; % Number of busses in 

a sub with PMU> number without then remove PMU from it. 

end 

end 

Input argument "x" is undefined. 

Error in ==> stationinstall at 3 

y=x; 

 

 

 


